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__,OYERVIEW :
Introduction

This report was commissioned by
the Communit9 Resource Develop.
ment Subcommittee of the ettension
Committee on Organization and Poi.,
Icy. The purpose of the report is to
provide guidance to Extension special.
Ists and agents faced with a request '4

for-an impact analysis from communl-
t* experiencing economic develop-
mt. The report will suggest some
basic Issues that need to be &mold-
ered in an Impact analysis. It is not a
technical report, but ip a summary of
issues that need to be considered.
The report is divided into five

considered
The /
tions. They are: Impacts on the private
sector, impacts on the public sector,
input-output and economic base meth-
odologies, nonmarket impacts, and
the role of Extension.

The section on private sector ircn-
pacts addredses questions about pre-
dicting &anges in production, em-
ployment and Income resulting. from a
proposed developMent. It 'also raises
some important questions concerning
gross and net changes in these eco-
nomic -variables and the distribution
of the changes. The application of
multipliers and the timing of develop-
ment-related impacts are also dis-
cussed.

The discussion of the public sector
Impacts highlights different methods.'
for estimating changes 'in public ex- 4,

penditures and public reyenues.result-
ing from an economic development
event. The seRond section also ern..
phasizes the need to distinguish be-
tween changes directly attributable to
a development project and changes
that are consequences of ongoing
trends_ The difference in the perspec-
tives of local officials and citizens is
addressed.

Thp ilisdussion of the economic(
basWand input-output models In the
third section reviews the basic, data'
meedd of the models and the assump-
tions that are included in the two
models. These modelkdescribe the
links between a developntent event
and the rest of the commynity. These
links are jobs, income, and output,
which are categorized into public and
private impacts. Where labor resides
and where supplies and raw materials
are purchdsed, as well as the types of

1.
businedses already in the community,
are Important considerations when
projecting the typed of local Impacts ,
that will occur.

The section on nonmarket Impacts
'reviews some of the other important
ohangeslhat may occur in a commu
nity, but that are not easily estimated.
with economic models. Some of the

. nonmarket impacts discussed In the
fourth section InclUde population
changes, changes .in the political
atmosphere of the community, and
employment-related-changes. The rela-
tive magnittide of project is a major.
determinant of the size of the 'shock".
that the corinmunity may experience,
and a community will adjust to certain
Impacts over time.

The final section defines Exten-
sion's role in inipact analysis. The au-
thors review the differences between
facts, values, andbellefs, which are
the main components of the communi-

.tydecision-making process./They also
identify the points in the decision...
Making process where Extension edu-
cation programs are most appropriate
and outline various approaches to
deliver impact analysis.

The commentary in these sections,
for the most part; presurhes an In-L
crease in economic activity. However,
Impact analysis is just as appropriate
in a situation ot economic decline.
The same questions remain IMportant,
but the answers may notiaimply be
the opposite of those addressin.g.an
Increase in economic activity) "6.

.

Other Itsues

\

Economic deplopmerit and eco-
nomic growth are often viewedas 'syn-
onymous terms. For purposes of this
report the more;encOmpassing term,
economic development, will be used.
Economic development parries a con-

flotation of improved welfare which
may mean more jobs and inconne or a
better distribution of jobs and income'
or even fewer jobs that are perceived
to be undesirable. Economic growth
generally means that more jobs, in-
come, and output have resulted.

Economic development is usually
associated with the arrival of a new
business. However, changes In in-

come, employment, output, etc., can
result from the expansion of busk'
nesses already existing in the commu-
nity or the Improved profitability of
these businesses.' I ,

Any Impact analysis must consider
the geographical and political units in
which the developmenrwill be located.
The geographic boundaries might be a
watershed or drainage area. The
political boundaries could be that of a
municipality (city, village) or a school
district, for exaMple. The magnitude
and the incidence of the Impacts from,
an economic development event will
vary according to the units includedin
the analysis and, 'alum, the units
selected will depend on the quilstions
asked. Once the units are deterfrfined,
the gioup conduCting the analysis
should confine Hi efforts to estimat-
ing impacts that will occur, within
thole units. This does Mt mean ex-
lernal changes are to be ignored,
rather they shotild be addressed in Et
separate analysis.

Time is an Important variable 'pan
'Impact analysis. All of the community4
changes do-not occur on the first day
ofith,e economic development event,
but often take several years to occur.

,Furthermore, a-community is a
dynamic "organism" that responds to
the forces an economic development '
event generates by either agsorbing'or
adjusting to those forces over time.

There Is no methodology that can
provide precise estimates of future
social and economic changes Within a
community, even if they canibe ana-
lyzed In an economic model: This sug-
gests that any inipact analysis should
Provide a range of estimated values
for the social and economic changes
studied. Since an output of Impact
analysis Is information on potential.
social-econonnic changes arising from
an economic development event, vari-
ations In the_configuration of the.
development event can and should be
explored. These variations Imply the
need to explore the sensitivity ofsim-
pacts to project design and communi-
ty characteristics. Consequently, the
analyst must explicitly state the
assumptions inherent In the model
used to assess the impacts of the
economic deVelopment event.



----Chronology=of,Economle
Development Events

Figure 1 displays one.possible
chronology of events that may occur
when a community experiences edo-
nomic development. The development
event can be the arrivalvf or start-up %

*`of a new firm, the expansion of an ex-
(sting firm, or other economic activity.
Project configuration refers to the
type (manufacturing, service, etc.),'
size, production processes, eta. of the
new economic activity. These deck

...alone are usually. made by the firm,
although public Input may'exert some

tion itriar
After the project configure-
sly established, elite or

Influence.4

alternate sites are selected and the
community br communities are con-
tented. Firm representatives may
make onsite visits and may contact
community officials early inthe deci
slimmakin process. However, a firm
may not contact a community until
after It has made its decision. If the
community contact occurs before the I
final decision is made, community
leaders and 'firm representatives may
negotiate labor availability, needed
public services, etc. The negotiations
can range from informal checks to
lengthy discussions about project
needs and community services. After
the site Is determined, physical, prepa-
rations at the site begin, and develop-
ment Impacts begin to be felt in the
ommunity'sprivate and public

sectors.
;

Figure 1. ChronZ)logy of conomic Devet
Education and impact Analysist

.

In those oases where thecoMniuni-
ty becomes aware of a possible devel
opment prior to its implementation,
linpact analysea can be complete
before any physioal steps are taken,'
The analyses can very in detail and
sophlikation from, for example, a
simple estimate of the total number of
new Jobe anticipated to a detailed
estimate of new Jobs categorized ac-
cording to skill and docupational ley-
els. At this early 'stage, Impact analy-
ses can iffect project configuration,
e.g.; a shortage of housing may con-
vince a firm to slow project implemen-
tation, persuade a firm to select a dif-
ferent site, or identify 19ues to be
Included In the negotiations between
firm and community. The Impact /intik
ysis and negotiations produce infor-
mation that is mutually beneficial to
the firin and comfit-unity, allowing
eachlO diagnose the implications of
potential changes in the prbject con-
figuration.

Extension education can occur at
several Junctures in the decision-
making process. The educational topic
islikely to be how to use Impact anal,
ysiso change present configuration,
If necessary, or how to use project
configuration information to antici,
pate community:changes. An elemen-
tal. portion of: the Extension education;
program will be building local cape
dity to use the Impact analysis.

pment Ihowing Where Extension
Are Appropriates

traject Site Comynunity.
Cpnfiguration \ Selection. Contact

Extension
Education

;-
Negotiations

A

Impact
Analysts

. 'WhenAing impact analyses, con-
strzdnts get be recognized. The ma-
jor oUtputdf Impact analysis is Infor-
mation on possible future changes.

. However, this estimate of future/
change is sensitive to the adequacy of,
data used, changes In the configure-
tion of the development projeoi, and
the analytical accuracy of,the Model

. used.

Summary
To summarize this introduction to

1 the discussions that follow, the impor-
tent educational issue IS that the real-
Ries of community economic develop-
ment can be quite differint from those
expected, and this issue Js artiegiti-
mate topic for educational 'efforts.

Extension's primary role in Impact
, analysis Is to help communities or
,;people understand what Impact artily
);Is Is, ho* to do or evaluate impact
analyses, and how to use the impact
analysis la.their own comrnuni y
development efforts. An asp laily Im-
portant educational role le t heighten
awareness of the Incidence of bane-

" fits and costs within a community and

among compunItles.
Each *munity and economic

development event Is unique. Thus, .

there Is nb model that can be applied
to each and every Impact situation.
Each situation wires that the model .

Start-up

Location.

Expansion

C
E

8

Private
Sector

Sector

Nonmoteta



,,=bo_adlyeted_for,.such..things as state
laws governing municipal .endiorkid177

'reverlye and expenditure eystemei
present° of consumer businesses,

-etc. Furthermore, the relative mitgrti -,
tude of the project in the community X' i
affects the types of changes that may

ccur. While, there is no single model, ,

t ere are several models that offer
pa lei inewerslo specific community

situations. Some Of these modote pro-

'changes, while others provide bbttor
estimates of public sector changes.
Some models are more flexible-91v- ,

ihg the community a wider latitude of
options In testing °henget and oth
era require lees Oata.,Thibibilogra-'
phles at the end o( some of the seg..,
lions identify additional resources Rift"
the Interested reader.

CONSIDERING ECONOMIC CHANGE
IN THE COMMUNITY'S PRIVATE SECTOR

by John Gordon'

1 introduction
Economic growth and development

affect both the private and public sec
tors of the local economy. These Im-
pacts are manifested as changes in
employment, Income, sales, invest.'
ment, and governmental receipts and
expenditures. To assess the costs and
benefits of economic change, the
community must have.solid informa-
tion on the type of impacts, including
their distribution, that can accompany
a specific typepf development.

This section focuses on the conse-
quences ,of economic growth and de-
velopment for the communities private
.seefor. Pubile sector and nonmonetary
impacts and,speeffic techniques for
estimating priVate sector Impacts are
addressed in succeeding sections.
This section discusses the sources of
growth that May affect the communi-
ty's private sector, but. It concentrates
on explaining the several major ques-
tions

exam Ing the implications that
tions t4t-ciWzens should addiess

economic change poses for the pri-
vate lector.

The plscusslon'tnat follows der-
tains not only to communitywith'grow-

- ing economies, but also t9 those with
felatively 'stagnant or declining econo-
mies. Economic change, whether
growth or decline, pas implications for

the community. With-some modifica-
tions in interpretation, the following.
discussion is also relevant to cornmu7
nities experiencing economic decline.

Goidon Is an aisoclatb pr,ofesse,i/in the
Food and Resource. Economics Department, Instl
lute o/ Food and Ag4cultural'Siiences, Unlver
ally of FlprIdeitalnesville.

Sources of Community
Economic Growth

Often community economic change
is related to the expansion of an exist-
ing establishment or to the arrival of a
new industrial plant or business.
Growth of this type Is commonly re-
(erred to as Industrial development,
although the terminology is not meant
to exclude nonmanufacturing busi-
nesses.

Industrial development, however, is
not the only means by which a com-
munity can achieve economic growth.
Growth may also occur when Prin.
dustrial plant or a business locates in
another communiq and local resi-
dents commute to 'work. Or, a nonres-
idential development for retired per-
sons may spur population and Incdme
groWth. The Implications of these lat-
ter types of economic growth are al-

, ferent from these accompanying
industrialization.

Government programs are another
important source of ecdnomlc change
In communities. Thise programs may

initiated and adnilnistered at the
n nal: state, or local i6vei and may
Inclu e, for example, poverty pro-
gra , Social Security and other re -'
tirement nrograrris, highway construc-
tion, and ttnprovements of community
services atidfacilities. All of these .

programs affect income flow and,
therefore, affect tile local economy.

$

Privies Sector Impact
C_ ons derations*

The r mainder. of this section .diet
cusses everal important questions
commu Hies need to consider when
studyin how economic change will
affect t e local private sector. Ely an-
swering hese key questions a corn..
*unity an determine whether a ape-
dific pro ect will complement Its over-
all 'goal for economic development.
WithoUt question, the desirability of a
given de elopmenrproposal will vary
from co mpnity to community, erwIF
economic doais. The discuss R fol-
lowing ch question assum 0.1
the sour e of economic chant( Is a
new bus ness or industry locating in
the com unity. However, With some
changes in Interpretation, the same
questio s are relevant to other types
or sources of economic change.

7



,1-.14()V---01- workers WIDOW "Spending triggers will the naivorkers----
hired by the new business,
act!vity?
Whitt Is thtdollar value of
the anticipated payroll?
What\will be the.value of
produetlon, or sales from
the new businins activity?

The creation of new Jobs is the
most frequently\enunclated goal of
community economic development
programs, perhaps because'additlonel
employment is orillof the most easily
observed effects. I creasing personal
income Is another Primary goal, as In-
come levels are a .neral indication of
the welfare of p ple. The contribution
of a new indu ry to total value of
sales in a mmunity is also useful
Impact asure.

Th mportance of these changes Is
wl recognized, Generally, when "a

yriew business moves Into town the
local news media carry stories with
Information about the number of new
workers to be hired, the payroll of the

9 work4s, and the estimated value of
..annual sale& from production at the
new plant. But these data are Just the
beginning of the information needed
to adequately evaluafe the impacts on
-thp private sector.

2. What Is the "multiplier"
effect and how'can it be,
appraised in a cominuni-
ty?

Multiplier effect refers to the total '
,or overall Impact stimulated by the in-
itial changes in economic activity. The
total Impact of business "X" can be
traced through the chain of events
that results when the sales of
business X Increase causing It to ex.
pand production. The Increase in sales
reptesents new economic activity as
the additional dollars generatpd are
spent (direct effect) to employ, ddi-
tional laborand to produpe4roods and
services necessary to produce the ad-
ditional output.

chain reaction (indirect effect). The
business establishments selling goods
kbd service/it° business X must afso

of
Increassrelr production to meet the
deman business X. Likewise, the
',ales increases of these suppliers
generate more business for the firms
that supply them. At the same time,
each dollar in additional employee in-
come earned In the direct and indirect
activities, when spent in the communi-
ty, triggers an additional cttain of
spending of lie own (Induced effects).

'The responding process is not, in-
finite:0 each round of the process \
some dollars leak out of the communi-
ty's economy in the form of timing',
taxes to the federal and state govern-
ments, corporate profits which accrue
to stockholders outside the region,.
and perhaps most importantly, as pay.
ment for goods and services that are
Imported from outside the community.

So, the multiplier for a particular In.
duatry is a measure of the total eco
nomic activity associated with the In.
Itial Increase in sales. Although multi-,
plier effects can be Important, they are
often overemphasized. Note that the
multiplier effect is reduced when
business or house d purchases are
made outside the o munity and
When the local econ y's existing
capacity Is sufficien to meet the in-
creased demand without creating new

Genifially, the more the Industry
is linked to other,local businesses, the
larger and more diversified the com
munity's economy, and the mores
Isolated the community's economy is
from competing economic centers, the
larger the local multiplier effect.

Impact analyses utilize Income,
ernployment, and sales (output)
multipliers depending upon the
economic dimensions relevant to the

,particular study. These various
multipliers are closely related and
tend to be influenced by similar fac-
tors within the economy. However, It le
important to recognize that they are,
different concepts and are not likely to
be of the 'same magnitude. Sales and)
employment multipliers are generally
expressed as total effect per dollar of
final sales, whereas Income multi-
pliers are generally expressed as total
income per dollar of household In-
come generated in the expanging
industry.

be hired?
When will the payroll be
generated?
And when willihe,new pur
chases and sales be made
In the local economy?,

It is Important to know when the
new economic activity will begin and
how employment, payroll, and sales
might chapge in the future. A p,ermat
vent laboriforce with growth potential
obviously has different implications
for the community than, temporary
\employment or employment that is ex.
pected to decline over the long term.

Multiplier effects do not occur in-
:staneously. New Jobs and associated
popul4tion growth may have Implica-
tions foNschool enrollment, housing
needs, and retail sala, but business
managers and community leaders
must plan for theeedevelopments well
in advance. For example, knowing
when the new business will purc
supplies, as well as the total do ar
amount of such purchases, is essen
*I to the purchasing and inventory
plans of the local businesses affected.

4.1s the new economic
activity associated with
construction or operation
of the business?

Employment, Income, and sales
generated by the normal operation of
the new business are generally ex-
pected to continue indefinitely once
begun:However, investment in capital
structures, such as tzulidings, roads, $

and public facilities, is likely to be a
one-time event. In addition, construc-
jlon is temporary and the
construction employees are not likely
to be part of the permanent local work
force. Construction-relatectiMpacts
should, therefore, be identified,
separately from the economic activity
associated with normal operation of
the plant.



--1,5.-WIll-the new economic cHow-does-the new
tivity stimulate construe economic activity cornpl.
tion In related businesses,
housing, Ind service and
trade sectors of the
economy?

The additional business from
new industry rrisy also spur new lie

Manetruction. assas supplying t e
new industry may expire or new'
workers and their tam' es may require

a additional housing. CoMmunity sere
vices, such as 4catoolp and existing
fetal! businesses, may not be ado-
qOate for a growing population. These

'Impacts are enaremeli difficult.to
estimate becaUse investment deci-
sions depend on many variables, in,
eluding the capacity,Ogsting
facilities.

6. DO the changes in employ:
mint, income, and sales
represent net or gross ad-
ditions to the Community's
economic base?

This very Important aspect of com
munity economic growth is frequently
overlooked. If workers in the new plant
were previously employed In the corn-
munity, and if their old jobs areirefilled
by local residents-, then the total num-
ber of workers in the community has in
fact increased. But if the old' jobs are
not refilled or if the residents filling
the new jobs previously commuted to
work in'another city, the infplications
for the community will be different
since the community's total employ-
ment has not increased.

A new business often replaces an
existing business or economic activity.
Perhaps the most obvious example is
a new industrial building located on a
farm. The foregone agricultural pro-
duction, employment, and income is a
cost that must be considered In order
to arrive at the net additions of
economic activitx to the.community.

nient.thelocal economic
situation?

One aspect of this question relates
to whether the new production,

. employment, and Income provided by:
the new business are permanent or
seasonal. Seasonal employment can
fulfill special needs, 041., summer work

. for students,ut temporary unemploy-
ment may burden public unemploy-
ment programs.

Many communities wish to diversify
their economic base. Their intent Is to
form a stable employment base that is
not overly responsive to cyclical ups
and downs of the national economy
nor vulnerable to economic problems
that might result if a large percentage
of local businesses is dependent upon
the economic fortunes of one com-
modity or economic activity. Too much
concentration in one industypan
render the comdunity's economy
vulnerable to external forces thkt
cause expansion and contraction
within the particular sector. Detroit is
an example of a community with a
large concentration of automobile:
related firms. When the automobile In-
dustry is expbnding the locil economy
moves ahead vigorously, but during .

slumps In automobile sales, Detroit
has a very serious unemployment pro,
biem that spreads to other.segments
of the city's economy. So, the question
of how the new business relates to ex;
!sting businesses, In terms of purchalk)
ing linkages and the nature of p not

. markets served, can be importa t from
the standpoint of broadening a d
strengthening the local economy.

4.

of the impacts?
Mole speOffically, which
people and businasaes are
likely to benefit, and which
people and businesses are
likely to bear the costs of
the economic develop.
ment? ,t,

Typically, the kalil interest in the
= consequeneps of economic develop-

ment focbs4 on the size of the total
IMpact. Although this interest is
twinned. it neglects distributional cons_
cams that are very relevantio OM- 3

munity economic goals. More sPipific
Information oil who le likely to benefit

,. and who Is likely to bear the costs
associated with the new economic y
tivity is also needed. The distributional
Impacts that are most relevant will
vary from community tocommunity
and from One economic development
possibility to another. But, In tieneral,
It is useful to Identify the
charettenstics of the people who are
likely to benefit from the activity, in-
cluding age groups, income classes,
racial groups, and the persons with

!...- the detired work skills. For example, If
ontof the community's objectives Is
to Increase employment among ex- '

'sting residents, It must Identify the
particular skips among the existing
labor force and seek anew or expand-
Ing firm requiring those skills. Similar-
ly, if the community wishes to in-
crease employment for a certain seg-
ment of Its population, such as women
or youth, then care must be taken to
match the new business with those
groups of workers.

'The nu ber of employees that will
be hired I ily versus the number that
will move to thecommunity Is a
related, and Important, aspect of
economic Impact assessment.
Whethdr the new-workers are residents
of the community or' live outside and
commute to work is also important.
The location of the employees' homes
determines, to some extent, where

family. Income is spent, where property
taxes are paid, and where local
'government services are demanded.
Wages paid to IrCcommuters obviously
leave the community more rapidly then
wages paid to residents. -



-113014$11010-the-mimbir-Mt Concluding _Observations_
°generally leads to increased totarber
sonakincome in the community, put, Sortie impacts of economic devol.

just because4 new business will 4 opment are more difficult to pinpoint

employ a certain number of new than others. Vet a community must

workers, It 'does not necessarily follow
that per.capita income will increase. A
business that pays very low wages
and attracts workers to a Community
Tay actually lower per - capita income

\In the community. On the Other hand,
low-paying Jobs may be

deniTiclal if they are filled by residents
wt<o would otherwise be unemployed
an

make some assumptions spout the
impOrtance and acceptability of the
impacts 04dressed in these questions
if it is to pian.for its economic future.
Failure to do so Implies that the im.
pacts are either Considered desirable
or unlfnportant.

It Is also important to underscore
the fact that economic impacts can

Or if they provide employment fbr not, at flretview, be considered good

Sec dary Income earners In a family; O' or bad. The desirability or acceptabil-

In rmatiod on the distribution of ity of the impacts can only be evalu

the nevr business' purchases Indicates ated In view of community economic

what types of existing businesses` may deielopment goals. The particular set

have an Cpportunity to sell services
and suppisa to the new business.
Local purc sea are desirable from
the community's standpoint because,
in general, the greater the extent of
local purchas s the greater the return "
to the commu ity. Also, If the volume

.of additional I al purchases Is large
enough, existin businesses may ex-
pand or new lace establishments may
appear. .

Some mashing local businesses
may view a new firm a unwanted\tt
competition. if a new tattiness pays
wages that exoeed the,iocal average, It

may lure employees away from ex-
[sting businesses. The existing
businesses may not be atile to hire
new workers with comparable skills at

1 the original wage rate. While,workers
benefit from thissompetItion4xisting
businesses are forced to bear in-
creased operating costs.'in the long.
run, property values and associated
taxes may also Increase. Also, existing
businesses may face increased corn-
petition-if new trade and service ,\

businesses are esOblished. As a \ v.
community's population grows, the
location of shopping areas may
change. New shopping areas may be
more convenient for consumers, caus-
ing sales In older shopping areas to
decline.

of economic development goals de-
sired by a community are unique to
the values and needs of Its citizens.
Therefore, desirability of a particular
type of economic development will
vary from community to community.

Summary
'This,section identified many of the.

relevant questions that need to be
considered in an assessment of the
Impacts of economic growth or de-
cline on a community's private sector.
When a community addresses these
questions It can evaluate the impact
of economic development within the
context of its overall goals.

Jobs and Income are the traditional
measures of economic development .

although changes may also be expert-
timed In such other economic dimen-
sions as value of output, retail sales
and investment. The Initial stimulus
for economic change may come from
new or expanding industry, natural
resource development; residential
growth, retirement-oriented growth,
tourism -based development, or govern.
ment programs. But regardless of the
source of economic change, the Im-
pacts need to be carefully Identified

\ and considered.
The discusilon accompanying each

of the eight questions posed In this
section assumes that the source of
economic change In the community Is
a new business, although both eco.
nomic, growth or de"cline can be con-
sidered in this framework.

The first question addressed the
size of the economic activity directly

. associated with the new business.
eirktattlXvifteoluradlniemnoteco----
nomio characteristics, such acorn.
ploymont, payroll, and value of pro.
duction, Careful identification of these .
direct impacts is an important lifst.
stop of impact assessment.

But employment, payroll, and ex
penditures of the new business create -,
additional economic activity for relat-
ed businesses. A realistic appraisal of
multiplier, or total, effects stimulated
by the new business la also,important,
but they must not be overemphasized.
Multiplier effects are reduced when
purchases are made outside of the
local economy and when the commu-
nity's existing capacity is sufficient to
iccom to the needs of the new
buslnes d its employees.

Many Indirect and Induced effects
lag the activities of a new buelness.
Information on the timing or schedul-
ing of employment, piyroll, and sales,
at the new business is important In
,anticIpeting multiplier effects. In addl'
tion, knowing the projected growth Of
Jobs and payroll will facilitate the e.

planning by local businesses and the
community.

The community must also distin-
guish between impacts associated
with construction and thoskresulting
from the operation of the business. Al-
though frequently Impressive In size,
construction impacts are, generally
temporary, whereas impacts from the
operation of the business are usually
of a permanent, recurring nature.

Another consideration relates to*
construction and expansion of estab-
lishments serving tht new business.
Further population increases may re-
quire new housing and additional ser-
vice and retail businesses.

The important distinction between
gross and net additions to the local
economy is frequently overlooked. If
someobs at the new business are
filled with workers who were previous-
ly employed In the local economy and
theirprevious Jobs are not refilled,
then the net addition of Jobe to the
community is tees than the Mai num-
ber of employees at the new business.

A community must also examine
how the new business complements
the local economy. For example, will
the new business be a source of ,sea-
sonal or permanent employment? Or,



tr will It make the local economy more
Or abt nor citoltle trlier4y010---

Finally, after stablishing the size
and considerin certain char Glaris. -

tics of theitotal impact, the ribu
Lion of impacts is a signill ant con.
Nat The community must know who
will benefit and who will pay the costs
associated with the new business. ,
Then, it must determine whether or not
the benefits exceed the costs, Further;
the community must determine wbeth
or the benellciariot are members of
target groups itroiltillod as needing
and destrving assistance. Distribu
Donal constIquences arocidial to
understanding pro and con positions
regarding the morns of the economic
dovetopment and should not be over.
looked.

Information relevant to these con-
`siderations is important although not
always easy to obtain. Judgment on
the desirability of the Impacts will
vary from community to community
and from one type of economic devil-
oprnent to another. 4
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ESTIMATING THE IMPACTS OF GROWTH
=0N-10CALGOVERNMENTS

'by George W, Morse and George Mc Wooer,'

IntrOductIon
A major function bt local govern-

ment Is the organization and delivery
of the agrorupon level and mix of
services to the people of a Commel-
ty;These publicly provided softie
such as schoOls, Water, roads, and
pado, are strongly related to the qual-
ity of life within a community. The
quality and *cope of local services is
critical to the operation of many W.I.
nesse., affects hOusehOlds. mid may
entice visitors to a Community.

The. services provided by local gov-
ernment depend heavily upon money
generated by local taxes and user
fees. Nationally, 80.4 percent, of local
government revenues are generated in
this way, although the range is from
37.8 percent to 70.4 percent when
state averages are compared. Ezo-
nomic growth, or decline, andpopula-
lion gains, or losses, can significantly
affect the demand for services and
the amount of localgovernment rev.- °
nues available to provide a satialac-
tory level and mix of services.

Fiscal impact analysis, the subject
of this section, can help a community
evaluate how local development and
how alternative policies, Including .

those designed to control growth and
those intended to induce growth, will
affect the community treasury.

The products of fiscal impact anal-
ysis are estimates of the fiscal conse-
quences of alternative community
economic development policies, When
evaluating the Implications of various
policies, local leaders and planners
should use these estimates as Ink
mation for their decisloniaking. The
final decision will, ultimately, be a
value judgment, or a subjective opin
Ion on the desirability of a specific
policy, but the soundness of the final
decision will depend upon the accu-
racy of the estimates on which It la
based. In short, fiscal impact analysis

George W. Morse is an Assistant Professor.
Department of Agrkirdirtal Economics and Rural
Sociology. the Ofto Slats University. George
McDowell Is an Associate Professor. Department
of Agricultural and Retains Economics. Utalivt-
say of Massachusetts.

is a loollhat snows leaders and plan=
nave to f MVO some of the uncerlsin,
ties in predicting the consequences of
community policies,

Before discussing the issues that
should be addrissed in a fiscal im
pact analysis, it le important to note
that ell fiscal impackmodole produce
estimates of feels mdinot truth itself.
These estimates frii4bently depenchon
unverifiable assumption. When the
value Of a critic if unable is dhowk
tale, leaders and' planners should
make several estimates, using the
best information available, and Men
present.their results in the fomfof a
range, rather than a single estimate.
Additional ediantaSes of producing
multiple estimates is discussed islet
under the discussion of sensitivity
analysis,

Local Officlara,Pers vs
Inevitably, discussion o lc

change Within a community-centers
on taxes. In this time of taxpayer re-
volts, local officials are very hesitant
to raise tax rates, but are eager for
opportUnitles, such as those that may
accompany economic development, to
lower tax rates. Changes in tax rates
depend on whether addiflqna rove- 41

nues from development a 'ter or
less than the additional

fing the development. Attains lys.",the
level of publia services could be in.
creased or decreased with tax rates
remaining constant. AnSVAiiing the
"faxes" question for logarbitIclali Is
the essence of the fiscal impact anal.
ysis.

When determining ihe additionel
community costs that would result
Isom semi a new development while
maintain preklating service levels,
officials Oat addresa a number of
important questions: Are totally now(
servides necessary to accommodte*
(or attract) thadevelopment? Will he
development require major changes in
the organization, production, and de-
livery of existing services? If changes
are deemed necessary, are all
changes attributable to, this particular

a
I. a

12

development or Would. some {banes
been required as Siring of 60.6fss?

-Beyond question related to the
'quantity of or*** and, the methods
of their delivery; offfarale mustiwalu.
ale present and, potentiall revenues,
Where more than ore governmental
unit is Involved, such ace township, a
school 011iliit and a county, the addl.
IfOnaf fevegiVie$10-all from the dewh
opment_must. tionalderect_Chaoget_,
in state (and federal) aid may reitult
from development, In many cases,
aids ate allocated on the bull of

'miles of °tool enrollment, Of
total pr lion,

combine sae and Other mi-
. able*. An ellteneir* of the local lax

bast may Increase locally generatqd
',verities, but In some slates reduc-
tions In slate aid revenues may offset
these gains.

'If the estlinstof coats associated
with development exceed anticipated
reiende increases, local Officials have
4ffil,oeflons of increasing tax rates or
mducinothe quantity of services pro,
vided. It the opposite were true, offi
.cials could reduce tax rates or in.
crease tervIcee. Although important,.
treasury Impacts are only one part of
thadevelopment equation. It does not
necessarily follow that when costs are
'estimated to exceed revenues the sp
mortals community response Is to

, oppose the development. Nor does a
positive fiscal Impact mean that the
project should bet sioported. Non-
treasury impacts are always part of
local development policy decisions.
Depending on the nature of the divot-
opment,Officials may consider,
among other factors, environmental
Impacts and the effect of a develop.
ment on income. For example, a coo
munity may support a housing project
for the elderly even It'ough 11 will incur
added costs without increasing rave-

. nues. Further, policyrnakers must evil-
uate.IIe distribution of IMpaCts. If a
develOnwnt adversely affects certain .
segments of the community but bent
fits others, it may be possible to com-
pensate the groups that will bear the
costs of development,



Citizen's Perspective'
. ,

;Local officials and individual citi-
zens. do not always -seeeye to eye on
new deVelopmenkt, aeanYone who:.

'has'been involved 'in the siting Of
landfills within a community Mill at-
test. Citizeds' divergent perSpectlies

its of the overall krnpactanalyals:
peihaps,clarify best the role,and"

individual citizens.will ;evaluate a
.develoiment according to whether
they Perceivethernselves aebeing
behefited, harrne,d, or unaffected.
Their assessments are deriVedlrorrr
tax reductiona or Increases, from per-°
sonal income gains or losses, from a
sense that their friends or neighbors
are helpedor hindered, or from a be-:
lief that their total community is bet-

ler or worse off. Consequently,
changes in the mix, level, or quality of,
community- provided services are likely
to evoke support or opposition from
groups of citizens. The more accurate-
ly fiscal impact analyses can predict
these changes, the better citizens will
be able to evaluate the merits and
costs of a project: Ultimately, those
projects that evoke the most-powerful
support or the least opposition are.
likely to be approved. Support or op-
position, however, is not likely to be
uniformly distributed, nor is the inten-
sity of feelings with which people
view the development.
. Obviously, approVal or disapproval
of a project can be a divisive issue,
particularly when a change in tax
-rates may result or when impacts are
anticipated, to vary. Therefore, addi-
tional costs and revenues for local
governments must be estimated care-
fully. The next two sections discuss
alternative methods of making these
estitniteh and their respective
strengths and weakne ses.

'Estimating Additional
Costs for Local
-Governments

A new development will almost all
ways result in additional community-
borne costs. Demand for services_ will
increase if more.people come to the
cOmmunity, to live, work or play, or if
the new plant or facility requires corn-
munity-providedeervices in order to
function efficiently. Sometimes both
Influences are at' work. Frequently, the
availability of a community service is

eprerequisite for a buslriese to oper-
.

ate efficiently. For example,.some
businesses Will only locate where they
have ':continuous accesS-Jo large
amounts of rnuniapal,water.

, ' fir
0

4IternatiVe Estimation ,
Mettio,

A variety of techniques are avail=
ablector estimatingltfe additional pub--
lic expenditures that result from a
new development. The five-mOst fre..
qUently Usd estimating techniOue
are desbribed beio ,tTo highlight the
advantages and distaVantages of
these techniqued, the cost provId--

g polic protection to an area pro--
posed fo nnexation to Atqens, a
small cit in southeastern Ohio, is es-'

h each technique. The areanmated
proposed for annexation was a 194 -
acre ip of land about one mile long
and on -fifth of a mile wide?

Expenditures per Capita
Theefirst method sumes that the

average cost ing police pro-
,tection is constant, t at is the aver-
age

.

expenditure per person remains
the same, although total cost in-
creases with each new resideht. Ac-
cording to this method, since the ex-
penditure per person in Athens for the
police department was $22, the addi -
tion of 200 new residents to the city
would increase police protection ,(..,

costs 'by $4,400 ($22 x 200).
Since, for the most part, public ser-

vice costs are not measured on the
basis of,resident population, an
mate of costs\on a per-capi asis
can be misleading. For examplecosts
of providing water are expressed in
terms of'cost per 1,000 gallons; roads,
are measured in terms of miles of a
particular quality; d parks may be ,

measured, in terMs cres of park-
land. When costs are e pressed on ak
per-capita basis, there is the impres-
sion that costs are distributed equally
or thatieach additional person will in-
crease costs by that amount.

There,are several reasoris why
costs may not increase by an average ..
Increment for each new person served.

First, ail Individuals do not use:public
services:in the same WayS. Single
adults or-couples WithoUt chltdrert dti
not generate the same schoOlcifists
as do families with school-age chik,
dren. The-costs of extending a sewer-
age System to. new, apartments is low
er a, per - capita basis than it is for.
extending the same Services to a
development of single-finilly houses.
Second, for some public services
there Will be either economies or dis-
econorriles of scale or size. Thus, prO-
jecting the current costs to the future:
world overstate or understaterthe
changp. Third, thefe is the matter of

°confusing the concept of average cost
with marginal Cost; the correct meas.,
-.Lire for evaluating a project. Per capita.
costs are estimates of average costs,
but marginal Costs can be higher, low-.1

'er, or occasionallyequat tO`ayerage
costs. Finally, some publicly proVided
services riiay, result in very low or no
additional costs' when the number of .
users increase. ThIS is the 1public.
gOods" dimension of these servICes.
For instance, community costs for.
snow plowing and roads would not
crease if a development did not re-
qiiite4lw roads to be built: .

Whi e the per-capita-costs ap-,
proach is simple and fast, it does not
consider unique circumstances in the
case being studied, such as excebs
capacity, changes. In demand factors,
or increasing costs..

Department Official Estimates

Th tad of the service department
rt'w d devote staff and equip-

ment to a new development can esti-
mate the additional personnel and
equipmenThislher (1-apartment would
require. While service department per-
sonnel are familiar with the local situ-
ation, ttreir cost estimates may be
biased by budgetary concerns, Fur-
ther, these estimates rarely can be
compared with standard criteria. To
evaluate these estimates one needs to
ask many questions: Do theestimates
insure that the quality-and quantity of
service provided to current residents
will be maintained? Do the estimates

. assume that existing personnel will be
distributed over a larger population,
reducing the quality and, quantity of
services? Are there Incentives fo,r thee'
aepartment heads to overestimate or
underestimate growth-induced expen-
ditures?

1A complete description of this case study 13
, available In Morse, 1978a and Morse, 1978b.



In theAthens annexation study,. f
thisapproach initially resulted in an

'estimate of between $60,000 and ,
-'-$76,000. Hoy/ever, rernedies-to:correct

.existing manpower - deficiencies were ,

included in :the estimate. The police
Chief argued that his departrrient
could nothandle additional responsi-
blyties until his department was'ade-
quately staffed to cover its current

'area. The police chief estimated that
. :to bring the police department up to

par would, require four to five addition-
al ofticera, regardless of. whether or
not Athena ann'eged-the_land."Asthia
example illustrates, theAtioriale and,
estimation procedure fOr department':
heade..needs to be.explicit and well
understood. FrequentIY, as. in the
Athens study,Pdepartment heads will
be very helpful in providing informa-
tion For the next procedure to be
explained..

Seivice Budget

Tit service budget approach is-
also called the economic engineering
or partial-budgeting approach. it
begins with a detailed description of
the type and .amount of equipment
and manpower needed to provide the '
service. Then the cost of labor and
materials is added. This process in-,
volveSexplicit assumOtioris about the

. physical, engineering, and personnel
ccimpohents of the service.

In the Athens annexation issue;

In summary, the rOtal additionakan-
,

nual costs would be:
Personnel costs:

(3 hrs/day +8 hrs/shift)
x $15,200-

Vehicle operation Costs:
,27 miles/day x
$0.16/mile x. 365 daya $1,577

S5,700

Total additional costs: $7,277
This method most accurately re-

flects the additional costs related to
the new growth, and it clearly shows
the assumptions made in these esti-
mates. Considerable time and money,
however, are spent in: data collection.
In many situations the date needs are
much greater than the example used
here.

`Standard Manpower 'Requirements

Estimates of manpower require-
ments era based. on Census of Gov-
ernment data that show the number of '
service persOnnel,Per thousand of
population.2 This standard is multi-

.plied'by the ,number of new residents
that are anticiPated.- LOcalinfOrMation..
on the cost per employee then yields
the estimate of.additional costs.

For example, the standard for
police in communities of 10,000 to
25,000 is 1.72 officers per.1,000
dents: Thus, in the case of Athens, /
annexation, would increase'costeby/
$5,229 (1.72 officers/1,000 residentix
200 residents x $15,200 per officer).

This-approach provides a m aeure
of excess' capacity. lf Athens or ex-
ample,,had 50 officers for it popula-
tion of 25,000, or two per t ousand; its
police force would have d an ex-
oess sevehofficers, d no addi-

Regression Analysis,
. ,

expenditures per perso,n are related
regression analysis,:changes in

characteristics of the community. /
Regression analysis shows how iVe
expandituras per person are ass 'CI:.
ated with cOmmunity populatio, ',rates,
of growth, income levels, agy istribu-
lions, crime rates, and othe SOcio-'
economic characteristics.

While this approach ay ws objec-
. ti'e consideration of several variables,

there are .few completed studies
which provide the needed coeffi-
cients.3 Furthermor fthis approach
assumes the corn fifty's existing
services are at ca acity, and cannot
handle situatio 6 with significant
excess or defi ent capacity.

In the Ath ns annexation study,
regression analysis was done on a
random s. pie of 25.0hio cities with
populatl f s under 50,000. Independent
variabl included population, populd-
tion owth rates, and income levels.
Ohl population was significantly re-'
lat d to expenditures per person. The

,coefficient was $30.77 with a standard
rror of5.32. This means we can be 95

percent confident that the true value
is between $20.12 and $41:40: This
yields an expected Increase of $6,154
(200 x $30.77) with only, a 5 percent
chance of an Increase less than
$4,024 or greater than $8,280.

this approach yielded an estimate of
$7,277 per year. Only officer patrol
time and vehicle operational costs
were included, since existing back-up
personnel and vehicles were believed
adequate for serving a larger area.
The estimate was based on the follow-
ing information from the police
department.
1. Three 20-minute patrols in each of

three shifts in the annexed area,
totaling three hours per day.

.2. The average annual cost per officer
for salary, fringe benefits, and all

tional manpower expe, ditures
be required. However, Athens' force of.
38 officers,,tcountin .both city. police
and university sec rity, was five offi-
cers short of the standard.

While aimpi and fast, this ap-
.proaohsloes t address unique cir-
umstances r community prefer- .

other nontransportation expenses ences.

Is $15,200?
3. TwentY-seven miles (three miles per

patrol at nine patrols per day)
would be traveled daily at an opera-
tional cost of 16.cente per mile.

Should Be Used?
As the examples foOhe annexation

sue haveshown, the estimates vary
idely, ranging, from $4,400 to $76,000
er year. With this large range, some
lanners may be tempted to avoid any
uantitative estimates. But local deci-
ion-makers cannot determine wheth-
r a project is worth suPporting with-
ut cost estimates and will need to
ake implicit cost estimates if these

procedures are not used.,00nsequent-
ly, quantitative estimates cannot be
aVolded, Several concePtual Consider=
alions may help In choosing the most

propriate technique.

Which Method

is
w
p
p
q
s
e
o

2Burchell and Listoken provide these estimates
using 1972 data.

Coefficients are available In Burchell and Li to
kin for broad geographic 'regions in the U.S.



Marginal Versus Average .

Cost fitiMates" --1... . .
I' , ..

'EsOnomletheory amUcia that the
,rvievaot ContepliqualecisiOn-Making :L

,

. ismarginitcost; Thus,; regardless of ..

-tpe technidue Mat ia Chosep; thereati-
mate attempts to measure marginal
Costs. The choice of an,estimating
technique [abased largely on how
good an.estimate of marginal cost:
of the developMent can be generated.

The marginal cost of .providing a.
higher .levetof community service is
the differericebetween the total 'cost
at the new level of service and the
total cost at the old level of service.
Average ,costs at :either the old or the

"new leVel of service are figured by
dividing the total cost at that level by.,
the.units of service prOvided....Table 1
demonstrates the -difference in aver- ..
age and marginal costs. -

The total cost of providing police
protection in the small town of 5,000
people I$165,000,,put if the popula-
tion grows to 10,000 'residents. the .
total cost increases.to $300,000. With-

.
54000 people:the average cost per resi-
dent Is $33 ($165,000 ÷ 5,000); with.

. 10,000people the average cost falls toi
$30 ($300,000 -1-;10,600)..The marginal'
cost per person for providing.Police
protection for 5,000 new residents,
however, Is only $27. To determine ..

pargipal. costs per person, fhe differ- -.

ence in total costs at the two levels of
service Is divided by the new popula-
tion. In our example, the marginal,cost
the difference between the total for
the new and old seneice. levelsis .

$135;000 ($300,00 $165,000). The mar -

ginal cost is then divided by the total
number of new residents, yielding a .

marginal .costper person of $27
($135,000 -i- 5,000). . . 0,

The. extent to which average and---,-
marginal costs differ may vary with
the size.of community. For example,
In a community with 5,000 residents, if
the average Costs ($33) were `used to
estimate the .change in police protec-
tion costs for 200 new residents, the:
additional c sts will be over estimated
by $1,200 [($3 $27) x 200] .since' the
true marginal Costs are.lower ($2,7).

When average costs and marginal.
Costs are qual,e.g., 20,000to 25,000
populatio in Table.1, there.is no over-
,estimat orunderestlinate generated
by the use of average costs. However,

If the ailditional 200 i:esidentSin this.
.

increased the population of .
the town froth 26,000 to 25,200; then

.

average costs would _substantially
'underestimate.theianhuii,change in,
costs [($50 ...$26)*2po = t4,8Q01.

Since the apprOaChas thing aver-
age costs or per capita costs-are gibe
erally simpler than the Other ap-
proaches, cost conscious planners --
May.prefer these techniques over the
others, and indeed, the estimates gen-
erated may be acceptable. The deci-
sion as to what is "acceptable," how:;

ever, will depend on the coneequences.
of making an error.:.

in general, officials preferto err on

Constant vs. Changed Quality
and/or Mix'of Seri/ices

Where there.is a.chanbe:in the
quality and/ot mix ofeervices-neCessi-.
tated by thedevelOprnentpdata other.
'than that based on local experienCe.
will be required toestimate theexpen--
ditures Of the new service. If this is.
the situation, the see budget and
regression analyst ,are likely to be the
appropriate techniques. Both of -these
approaches allow the explicit Cons*
eration Of unique socio-economic
forces.

With-and-Without Comparisons

the side of caution, that isdhey would
When estimating the community-

opt for, an overestimate of the margin-
borne costs of development, planners

al costs rather than an underestimate.
and officials must distinguish be-

In most cases In Which a community's
tween the Impacts attributable to the

existing service capacity is sufficient
development and those that are not.
This sorting process recognizes that

to accommodate a new development, '' changes already to motion may in-
the average cost method willyield an crease public-expenditures with or--
estimate that Is higher than the mar-
gine! cost of servicing the develop

without development. It is essential to
-

ment. in 'instances where personnel ,
are the major component of providing
a service, per capita cost estimates
may be a close approximation of the

separate the effects of a development.
from Other growth that may, be occur%
ring in the community. It shou
pointed out that one of the pr
effects of a new development

marginal costs, Conversely, average people arriving in the community is a
cost estimates will be lower than the changed demand or preference for
marginal costs when the existing
physical plant of community services,

services from the community.

such as a water- treatment facility, ?s

inadequate to meet the needs of a
Capital Expenditures

new development. If facility expansion Service budget estimates yield the
,basic data for projecting capital ex-
penditures. City and county engineers
should play a major role in developing
these estimates.

' Although essential to the commu-
nity's evaluation, estimate's of capital
costs can be fraught with uncertainty,
particularly when it comes to deciding

and, consequently, new capital spend-
in§ is required, estimates based on
expenditures per capita or standard
manpowet"requirements should be
avoided or used only if the community
clearly recognizes that marginal costs
will excegl the estimates generated
with thes methods.

-
Table 1. Marginal vs. Average Costs: Police Protection in ,a Hypothetical Town.

Community --- Total
Population Costs

5,000 $165,000
10,000 3007900 !
15,000 420,000
20,000 520,000
25,000. 650,000
30,000 900,000

Average Costs'
Per Person Total if- Per Person

Marginal Costs

$33
30
28
26
26
30

$135,000 .$27
120,000 24

100,000 20
130,000 26

250,000 50



how to distribtite the costs. If addi-
' tional water treatment capacity, is

neagetl; it may be less expensive per
unit Water to Wild a plant that can
,hand) ore than-the new project
woul AlsO, watdrtreatment
plant :as-well'is Many other capital'
items, only come in distinct sizes.
This "Iumpinees" in capital goods -

raises some difficult quesions. If the
capacity of a community- financed.
facility built to accommodate a new
development exceeds the'develop-
ment's demand, how much of the cap-
ital costs should be charged to this
particular project? What if the addi-
tional growth anticipated never mate-
rializes? In mostcases, it seems fair
to divide the costs between the spe-
cific project and other future growth.
But there are no objective means for
doing this, since the, extent of future
development is unknown. Alternative
assumptions for dividing costs be-
tween this project and future growth
should be considered.

For some public services, federal Or
state aid reduces local costs. In some
cases, property owners who benefit
pay all or part of the costs through
special assessments, so that no addi-
tional costs accrue to local govern-
ments. If local.governments must bor-
row to pay their share of the project,
then the capital expenditures should°
be amortized to a yearly obligation.
For example, a $600,000 capital ex-
penditure with an expected life of 20
years at 8 percent interest results in
an annual capital cost of $60,264.4

,Conclusions on Which
Cost Technique is Best

Any effort to estimate the increased
costs associated with an ecorromic
development Afent in a community re-
quires a judgment about the best way
to make the estimates. That judgmeVit
must also include debisions about
special circumstances that are unique
to a community and not recognized in
fiscal impact models.

If resources and time permit, the
service budget method should be
used. It provides the most detailed
and accurate method of estimating
the marginal costs of providing adds

4The procedure for calculating the annual capital
cost Is the same as for petermining the annual
payment on a home mortgage.

tional,seryices.The suggestions of
department: officials; especially. When
accompanied by a detailed rationale,

ould sapplement Other approaches.
egression analysis should be 'used

when the socio-econOmic_forces of -;
fecting thademand for..ser4ices are .

changing. ;Expenditures- per capitiand
standard manpower requiremepts. '4
should only be used when there is-ex-
cess capacity in the physioal plant of
the service. -

In the 'final analysis all of the meth-
ods produce "estimates" of expected
changes. While each approach pro-
vides a starting place for community
debate on the issues, careful attention

. should be given to the Marginal cost
concept, changing levels of service,

. with;without comparisons, and capital
expenditures.

Local Government's
Additional Revenue
from Growth
Types of Revenue Changes

Growth from industrial, commer-
, cial, or residential developments usu-

ally affects four types of local govern
ment revenues: (1) loCal taxes, primar-
ily property taxes but also local in-
come and sales taxes, where relevant;
(2) state and federal aid; (3) user fees
'and hookup charges for public utili-
ties; and (4) mitigation fees, where
relevant. ,

In 1977, property taxes provided 81
percent of the revenue.raised by local
governments in the United States
(Stat. Abstract, U.S., 1979). The amount
of property taxes that a property own-
er pays depends on both the effective
local tax rates and the amount of
property owned.5 Tax rates depend on
the level of local government budgets,
and the total wealth within the com-
munity. Thus, individual tax burdens
should change inversely with the
change In the total tax base if expen-
ditures-do not change.

In some states, state aid foltnulas
for schools and other local 0-vern-,..-
'mental units may offset the changes-
in tax rates and services Just outlined.
California, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas,

5The effective tax rate Is the nominal rate times
the ratio of assessed property values to the full
market value.

. Maine, Michigan; Minnesota, Montana,
Ohio, WisConsin,.and others have
school; stafe. aid Prograrns.related to
the local tax base rler student'. 'Rich

..Astricts redelve less aid than pbor
districts.. As the property tax base in-

:.,.creaseet.state aid per,pupli declines.
. > Consequently, growth' may produce',

additional propphy tax revenue for
schools; but- reductions friistate aid
May partially or.totally offset this
gain:.

Local, governments. generally. have
hookup-fees for connecting new con-
struction to cityor county water and
sewer systems,: in many areas, this
charge only covers the cost 'of in-
apecting and installing thede services,
Wit some rapidly growing areas have
leyied charges based on the cost of
developing such services! These .miti-
gation fees are added to the tradition-..
arhookup fees for utilities and are
used to financethe development of
water and.sewer systems, parks; and
recreation facilities, gewell as those
facilities directly serving the new
development alone:

Issues inoEstimating
Revenues

Generally, it is easier to estimate
new revenues from growth than it is to
estimate additional expenditures. The
key assumptions for the analysis of
revenue changes are: (1) the location
of the new workers' residences; (2) the
income level and geographic spending
patterns of new, residents; (3) the mul-
tiplier effects of the development; and
(4) lags in revenue collection In addi-
tion, the implications of tax Incentives,
to attract the development, and.of
freezes on property tax rates, must be
examined in those communities where
such policies have been established.

If a new industry locates in the
com unity, where will the workers
live? many workers will be new
residents? How many new students
will enroll in the schools? Obviously,
the new revenues from property taxes,
local income taxes, and local sales
taxes will probably depend on the
location of the workers, although not
in all cases. (For example, Ohio muni-
cipalities with income taxes generally
collect the income tax revenue regard-
less of the residential location of the
workforce.) Likewise, property taxes
o



from the new plant, arenot changed
by the residential location of the
worker.l

How much new income is goner:
ated by the growth, and how muoh of
this will be spent locally? New spend-
ing patternsoncl multiplier effects
may evolve,InfluencinV both local
sales tax revenues and income tax:
revenues. Some developments may
have multiplier effects that result in
more growth than that represented by
the new development alone: Multipli-
ers must be estimated for each devel-
opment and community being consid-
eredbecause they varywith the size
and type of community, type of devel-
opment, and the stage of, the project.
If this information is not availabie,
remember that multipliers are seldom
over. '2 for small communities (see sec-
tions on private sector impact and
input-output and export-bfise models).

Property taxes are usually. not col-
lected until after project construction
is completed. On the other hand, the
community may need to hire more
teachers, police, and other workers
during the construction phase of large ,
projects. Thus, new public expendi-
tures may be required several.years
before the new tax revenues start to
come in from the project.

Tax abatements are popular means
of attracting new industry. The effect
On local government revenues de-
pends on the specific type of tax
abatement and the type of firm. For
example, in Ohio, tax abatement is
provided for new building but not for
equipment and invent° Local in-
come and sales taxes ar iso not
abated.

'Twenty-five states have limited
growth in property lax revenues from
wasting properties! This means that
the property tax benefits from new
developments is limited.

Sensitivity Analysis
Tile "actual" or "true" fiscal impact .

can seldom, if ever, be determined.
The accuracy of estimates depends
both, on the methodi and assumptions

6The Iodation of the workers' residences can also
affect local government expenditures.

7 Pascal (p. 65) reports 24 states, but omitted
Ohio.

used. glen fora given problem and.:.
estimation procedure, the assump-
tions used will influence the results..
When the vaiueof a Critical variable is
uncertain, several estimates should bir
used to see w. the results change.
This is call sensitivity analysis. -

° For exa le, the new
children In th district' will dictate
changes in focal school expenditures
and state aid. TwoPfeces of informa-
tion needed for either, expenditure es-
timates or'state aid estimates are: (1)
the number of in-migrant employees
and (2) the number of children per in-
migrant employee. It is not possible to
predict.either of thete very accurately,
but informed guesses are possible for
both. Theimanagement.of new firms
will have some feel for the availability
of local labor versus in-migrants. It
may be assufned that in=migrants
have the same number of children as
current residents of the same age. But
any set of assumptions may overesti-
mate or .underestimate the actual
change.

Sensitivity analysis is illustrated in
Table 2 for estimates of additi nal
school expenditures associa d with a
new plant employing 200 p o . If
20'percent of the new worker are in-
migrants and if there are 0.6 stu-
dents per,worker (the national average
in 1977), then the additional expend-
turesere $39,600. But the results
range'from just below $15;000 to near-
ly $74,000, depending on the assump,
Lions used. If there is uncertainty
about the correct values for these vari-
ables, the impact analysis should pre-
sent the range of results rather than a
single estimate.

Fiscal impact studies are frequent-
ly sponsored by groups with vested in-
terests. Thomas Muller argues that:
"Wittingly or unwittingly, the self inter-
est of the sponsor may influence ini-
tial assumptions and the selection of
a methodology which can influence
the findings." The use of sensitivity ,

Table 2. Additional' School Eapendlthres-UnderAltematIve-AssumptIone.*-------

.analYsiehelps1Othar groapS and lead-..
ere. to evaluate the .conclusions. It
snows which variables are critical,
and.whic n be ignored. if consider-
able dnce Etinly exists about a key
variable, ensitivity analysis can help
the-local decliion-makers decide
whether further study is justifipd.

If estimates range from positive to.
negative, depending on tin assurn0-
tioneused,.a commun y can conclude
it is not possible to pr dict the re-
sults. If the economic and fisahl irp-
Pacts are qrAbiguous, decision-makers
may decideto concentrate on enVirdrf-
mental owtlal crIteqa. Even if the
economic and fiscal. impacts cannot,
be predicted with any accuracy, that
knowledge is of sortie value to the
community; for as Artem6s Ward once
said, "It ain't so much what you don't
knoil that gcts you in trouble, it's
what you knoPthat ain't So."

Have the "Right"
ClueStions 'Been. ASked?

The first .step in measuring iheben-
Oita and costs of growth to local goy-
ernrnent is asking the "rig t" ques-
tions. This I a generallY the most diffi-
cult 'step in solving' local problerns.
Someof the usual, questions are listed
below, but only after careful Consider-
ation of.your local situation and goals
can you really ask the "right" ques-'.
tlons. Although outside consultants
may be needed to develop estimates,
local planners, Extension agents, and
citizens need to be sure that the right
questions are being addressed.

This section described alternative
means of. estimating-the fiscal inf.,
pacts of growth. Each-of the issues
raised in the following questions were
discussed .earlier, and are listed here
as a review.

In-Migrant Employees

Sthool Children per Employee

,49 ' .86 ..82

10 percent l .$14,700 $19,800 04,600
20 29,400 39,600 49,200

30 44,100 .,. 59,400 73,800
-

This example uses the expenditure per student method for a firm employing 200 workers and a
school district spending $1,500 per student.



Questions for Estimating. Fiscal impacts of
Residential, Commercial, or Indus-trial Growth

r n what governmental jurisdictions will_new families live?

.2. How many in-migrant families are expected, and what istheir anticipated 4
income level?

.4. How Many School-age children are expected?- 4
4. Do-the public services and schoold have excess capacity, or would expan,

sions be required to maintain the quality of service at predevelopment
levels?

5. Are there migration fees to covec.additional public service costs?

6. Will state and federal aid increase as population growth?

7. When will the project be completed?

8. Does the expenditure estimation procedure used include only the adds
tional costs associated with the new growth?

9. Will new revenues be divided among more than one governmental unit,
such as city, county, and school district? If so, how mucnadditional
revenue will each receive?

10. When will the public expenditures' for the project begin and when will the
community begin receiving project-generated revenues? How will these
change over time?

11. Will projected demands for services require a change in tax rates or a
change in the level of service?

12. Who benefits and who loses from the development?

13. Will tax abatements or other publicly supported inducements be use_ d to
encourage this growth?

14. l the project capital- or labor-intensive?

15. What is the probability that the firm will remain in the area and operate
successfully over a five,'10, or 20 year period?

16. What are the income and employment multiplier effects of the new
industry?

17. How will this development and associated population growth affect state
aid to eduCation and local properti tax revenues In your state?

Summary
Nationally, more than 60 percent of

local government revenues.are raised
EcOnomic growth or -decline

can have significant impacts orflocal
government finances. This section
provides guidance to local leaders
and planning.prbfessionals on the ma-
jor issues to be considered in estimat-
ing the fiscal Impacts of growth.

The advantages and disadvantages
of five procedures for estimating ex-
penditures were discussed: (1) expen-
ditures per capita; (2) department offi-
cial estimates; (3) service budgets; (4)
standard manpower requirements; and
(5) regression analysis. If time and
budgets permit, the second and third
methods are recommended. If the
physical facilities of a service has ex-

cess capacity then the first approach
provides conservative or high'estl-
mates of marginal costs. If physical
facilities must be,expanded, esti
mates based on expenditures per cap-
ita or on standard manpower require-
ments Will be.lowerthan marginal
costs. N. ..._'...,. ;

The tril)rginal cost concept
be.Used to evaluatethe validity ofth'e
technique used: Likewise, it is essen- :,
lial to. mike the appropriate with-
without comparison. That is, only
changes resulting from the nevidevel-
opment being studied should be con-
sidered rather than ahariges which
would haveoccurred without the "
development. If new capital expencil-
turea are required, city or county engi-
neering official$ should be able-to
provide Ihe ne-cessantinformation. ,

When estimating the revenues a
new deVelopment may generate for
the community, theliollowing informa-
tion is needed; (1) the'locatlon of the
new workers' residences; (2) the in-
come level and geographic spending
patterhs of new.residents; (3) the mul-
tiplier effects.of a new development;
and (4) lags in revenuecollection. In
addition, communities that use tax in-
centives to lure development projects
or whose revenues -are constrained, by
a freeze on property taxes must exam-
ine.the implicationsif these policies

r community revenues.
Sensitivity analysis Is used to evai-

a range of assumptions for vari-
abl s that have uncertOin values. In
many situations 1t is not possible to
predict the future value of a critical
variable. Sensitivity analysis shows
how the results change if this variable
'changes in value.

The correct answers torfiscal im-
pact Issues can only be obtained If
the "right" questions have been asked.
While outside consultants and experts
may provide valuable contribution in
estimating fiscal Impacts, local lead-
ers and planners must be sure the-
right, questions are addressed. A
review list orthese-questions-is-------
provided..



Refertince& for Further 'Study,
,The publications-listed can be used to help communities evaluate fisCal-impacts of economic development..

Additional informition tnay be available from. your countiExtenslon office and from-statq Extension. speClalists. who are

working In this subject area
.. .

,
,..,
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v
...,.. Bairdws, Richard L ancitGeorge W.: Morse, CommUnitiCrOwthi5olicy: Economic Impacts of -Grokh and Local 'Policy '\!

ChOices-, North Central Regional,P,ublication No. 79, Cen*Publi6 Policy Education Committee (1979) ($1.25). , ..
Corte:Unity Gro4th.Folicyrs ,imed..4tielping CitlienSAtkerstand the conomics of gr!owth and tfie growth policy alter-.

natiVes in their local commun4 It is aimed particularly OonimunIties where there.40 debateabduflocal groWth

policies. For communities that have, already decided to ahcourage grdwth,-thls report may help t6em decide what kind of

growth best suits their needs. .- - ,. ,:;' , .

1.4

. ,
' ( 7' .

e ,

Burchell, Robert W. and David LIstokin, The Fiscal /TOM Handbook:. Estimating Coca! Costs and'Revenues of tend

DeVelopment,Oew Brunswick, NON Jersey: Center foe,,,tirbah Policy and ResearCh (1978) [$29.0]. .

This 480page volume provides a verydetalled disO'ussion of empirical techniques for estimating fiScal impacts. Not all

Of the appkatches suggested freim been tested by other economists. This reference is excellent for persons actually ' /
computing the changes inlochtiovernMent revenue S gild expenditure's. . .

Gordon, John and Glen Nelson, As Your Community Grows:, . . Some Economic Considerations, COoperative Extensio

Service Bulletin EC446, Purdue University Department of Agriculitural'Econornics,VVestLafayette, Indiana(1976).

This 14;page bulletin described economic impacts due to residential growth, capit

intensive, growth, ark loW capital growth.. ::,.,.: -',',4S- '' :
,

... -,. ;
.

Muller, Thomas, Fiscal Impacts of Land DevekiPinent, tashington,.D.C.: The Urban institute (2100 M Streit

This puOlication.revieWS the major studies on fiscal. impacts of developMent and,analytes.the baslOripiob.la,

mating the cost of public services for new deveiopment4t is fairly technical publidation but is of 'Useto.those.WDO

estimating the fiscal impact's of growth in their communTty.
, ; .'4;,i,::',...:.,

. P - ,.

Shaffer; Ron and Luther Tweeten, "Estimating Net.Economic Impact 9f industriai.Expansion: An Oklahoma Caie,'r. .

Journal of Community Development Society; Vor. 5'41o. 2 (Fall 1974). . .

dures outlined in this article.
in rural areas. A number of the. models available throe the Cooperative Extension Service fallow the OasThis article provided one'Of the early empirical analyses ofthe income and fiscal impacts of new or

. .

:? - .,

,
..,, ,,.,

in these fact sheets also apply. in areas wishing tO,encourage addition growth.
Eight of the 12 fact sheets in thiS series deal with fiscal impacts raPid growth in rural areas. ThepfIncipleS'. tainedWestern Rural. DevelOpment Center, Coping with 'Growth. Series, Ore on State University, Corvallis, Oregon1.9741t.' -

. ,.,.,,f., ,, .

.,,,
.

These fact sheets were a cooperative project_ between the 14 states in theWestern Region and are ex4feritizitension

publications. ., ,
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.CO AL 1, , RATIVE. FEATURES. OF jNPUT.OUT?UT
AND*PORT 'BASE MODELS AS TORL$

"EXTENSION PROGRAMMING

t.rik000de

rtitroduCtion.:.
7 Extension specialists are frequently
asked tOdeyelop programs and mate-
ails that will help communities plan
fOr cha'nges within.their economies.
inpUt-output and export base models,
whIcty.are described here, provide a
framework embodying some of the
'major economic relationships. that are
Important to understanding economic, t
Change, and they provide a vehicle for
empirically,estimating the magnitude
of economic change. Although these
rnotleis.do not provide estimates of all
the changes that may. Interest local
communities, they do provide key In-
formation that is the basis fix esti-
mating other changes.

'Perhaps the role of these Impact
modelsican bostbe understood in the
context of an example. Suppose a
plant plans to move Into a community.
The plant will employ 200 individuals,
half of whoni are highly skilled techni--
Clans and managere'that the-company
wip bring with'it. The'remaining 100
employees will be hired from the,local
labor market. Public officials may, for
example, be Interested In knowing
how the newplant will affect demand
for public schools and the size of the
local tax base. By one
can argue that the Increase In demand
for public schooling will be deter-

. mined primarily by thenumber of new
families that-move Into the commu-
nity. In turn, the number of new fah*
lies will be determined primarily by
the number of new jobs created. Like-
wise, Increases in the tax base will be
a function of the number of new
homes conStructed, since the majority,
of local tax revenues are properly-
based. Again, the number of new
Komes constricted In'the-community
will be a function of the number of
new families which Is, In turn, Influ-
enced by the number of. new jobs.
Thus; predicting the Impact of the new
plant on the demand for public
schools tAd on local tax revenues

Frank Goode Is an Associate Profeasor of Agri.
cultural Economics at Pennsylvania State UM.
varsity.
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I
. depends upon the estimated,change '
,In employment.associated with the
new plant.

In inetances such as this example,
the total change In community em-
ploymeritwill probably exceed the 200
employees associated with the new
plant. The new plant may purchase
some of Its Inputs from local busi-
nesses, and these businesses may

have to add a their staffs. Also, the
new families will purchase goods and
services from local merchants, who
may also have to hire additional
employees. -

.Inpirt-output models and exPort
base models allow one to estimate
the changes in employment and/or In-
come In the other, sectors of the econ-
omy that are associated with the new
Went. The 'estimates generated by
input-output or export base models
actually comprise an Intermediate
step to estimating the Impact of the
new plant on the demand for public
schools and on the tax base.

In general, the models generate
empirical estimates In multiplier form.
An export base study results in a co
efficient that Is multiplied by thenum-
ber of employees In the new plait. to,
yield an estimate of the total emPloy-
ment.change In the comniunIty. The
multipliers generated by (Nut-output
models are-generally measured in dol-
ler amounts, indicating the total
change In output and, Income In each
sector of the community associated
with a $1 Increase in the sales of the
new plant. But Input-output multIpllers,,
can be expressed In terms of emPloy-.
ment. For example, if output in.one of
the local sectors Is predicted to dou-
ble, then It Is assumed-that employ-
ment will double. if employment In the
local sector Is increasing from,20 to
40, then the employment multiplier is '-
estimated as follows. Since 20 new 1

jobs In the local sector result from the
200 new Plant jobs, each new plant
jobs creates 0.1 job (20 4-200 = .1) In

the local sector. The employment mul-
tiplier lett Thus, the multipliers are
simply.the mechanisms for estimating

'the total Impact of the new plant. Al-
though this discussion Is In terms of a
new plant coining Into the community,
the game procedures could be wed to
estimate decreases in the demand for
education and In tax revenues if a
plant was closing- and moving Its em-
ployees. We now turn to a general dis-
cussion of Input - output and export
basil models.

The Export Base and
Input-Output Models

Both models assume the level of '
economic activity In.communilles is
related directly to the extent-,to which
these communities produce, goods
and services for sale outside the com-
Munity. There are alternative-exPlana-
tions for. community growth, including
suchlfgs as technOogy, Capital
avails Ity, and the quantity and qual-
ity of human and natural resources.
However, It would-appear that in most

_ instances, the questions- communities
ask are In response to anticipated
changes In export activities. The two
models described here are appropriate
for addressing' these types of ques-
tions.

The InputOutput Model
The Input-output model has been a

popular tool for regional and local
analysts for a number of years. Its

'popularity derives from Its detailed ac-
counting of the transactions between
econornicrsectors and from Its cepa-
citito generate sectorspecific multi-
pliers. The following sections discuss:
the baslc Components of the Input-
output model and highlight some ofi,.
the major assumptions Implicit in ther.
model.



The.Transaction Table ..
,The Input-Output model takes Its.

name from one of theta6les tAlcally
constructed In such studies: This
table shows the distribution Of sales
of each of the sectors in an area
economy to each of the other local
sectors and to the export sector. Sup-
pose that we have a rural community
in which'we can assign each of the
firms to One of four sectors: the agri-
'cultural sector, the manufacturing
sector, the retail sector,.or the house-
hold sector. The input-output transac-
tions for such a community.are shown
In Table 1. The first for of Table 1 Indi-
cates the distribution of total sales of
the agricultural sector to theother
sections in the local economy and for
export. Agricultural production In the
region totals $100. Of that $100, sales
to other agricultural firms accounts
for $5; sales to manufacturing firms .

for $10; sales to retail establishments,
such as grocery stores, for $10; and
dIrect-marketing sales tOthe house-
hold sector for $15. The balance of
$60 of agricultural output Is exporte,c1

to individuals and firms outside the
region. Conversely, each column of
the table represents the distribution of
input purchases for each of the four
sectors. Thus, the columns of such a
table represent the Inputs and the
rows represent the outputs of the sec-
tors In the local economy. Generally,
these flows are measured In dollars.

Thilnput Coefficient Table

The next step In input-output analy-
sis is to use. the InforniatlOn In Table1
tosievelop an Input coefficient table.
The Input coefficients for a particular
sector indicate the amount oHnput_
purchase's -by that sector;: per dollar Of

output, from each of the sectors. The
input coefficients in Table 2 are ob-
tained by dividing-the entries of each

column of Table by the total of the
corresponding row. For example, each
Of the entries In the first column
would be divided by the total of the
agricultural. row. To produce one dol-
lar's worth of agricultural output 're-

quires 5 cents' worth of Input from
other agricultural firms, 20 cents'
worth of Inputs are required from the
manufacturing sector, 30 cents' worth
of inputs from the retail sector, 25

cents' worth of inputs from the house-
hold sector In the form of labor, and
20 cents' worth of various imported

The Multipliers
The next step in Input - output analy-

sis Is to develop multipliers. There are
a variety of multipliers, but those
most commonly used reflect the total
change in output in the e4onomy
associated with a $1 inc se In ex-
ports from one of the sectors. That Is,
for an economy sush as that repre-
sented by Tables 1 and 2 there would

Table 1. Transactions Table for an Area Economy.

Economic
Sectors

Agriculture Manufacturing ,,Retail
dollars

Household Export Total

Agriculture 10 10 15 60 4100

Manufacturing 20 5 5 10 140 180

Retail 30 5 5 90 15 145

Household 25 80 30 10 25 170

Import 20 80 95 45

Total 100 180 145 170

Table 2. Input Coefficients for an Aria Economy.

Economic
Sectors

Agriculture Manufacturing
dollars

Retail Household
.

Agriculture .05 .06 .07 .09

Manufacturing .20 .03 .03 .06

Retail .30 .03, .03 .53

Household .25 .44' .21 .08

# )
be four multipliers. These multipliers
would indicate how much total output

. In the local sectors WoUld Increase as I
a result of a $1 increase In exports t
from the agriculture, manufacturing,
retail, or household sector. These mul-

- Hollers are obtained as follows.
Suppose We are interested in find -

Ing the multiplier for the manufactur-
ing sector becAuse'of an anticipated

-, Increase In expbrt demand for that
sector's output:This could be reflect-
ed in the expansion of employment In
an existing firm or the arrival of a new
firm. If the manufactur sector's ex- .
ports increased by $1, the mmediate
and so-called direct effect I the $1 In-
crease in output in the manufacturing
sector. However, Increasing output by
$1 in, the manufacturing sector re-
quires inputs of other sectors. Name-
ly, the $1 increase In manufacturing
output requires 6 cents' worth of in
putsArom the agricultural sector, 3
cents' worth of inputs from both the
manufacturing and retail sector, and
44 cents' worth of Inputs from the
household sector. These Increases in
output are referred to as the first-
round indirect effects.

The first-round increases In output
require each of the four sectors to in-
crease their Input purchases.dF.4r ex-
ample, the first round requlre gricul-
tural production to increase by 8
cents thus, the agricultural sector
must purchase additional inputs. The
increased output of 6 cents in the ag-
riculture sector again required Inputs
of 2 cents from the agricultural sector,
and 1 cent each from the manufactur-
ing, retail and agricultural sector, and
1 cent each from the manufacturing,
retail and household sectors. Like-
wise, the first-round increased output
of 3 cents in the manufacturing and
retail sectors and 44 cents In the
household sector requires additional
Inputs from the other sectors. The in-
puts required to support the first
round are referred to as the second-
round indirect effects and are found in
_Column 3 of Table 3. That is, to sup-
port the first-round imPaOtsileted in
Column 2 of Table 3 requires 5 cents'
worth of input from agriculture, 4
cents from manufacturing, 25 cents
from the retail sector, and 4 cents

18
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' The Interested reader le referred to William H.
Mlernyk, The Elenlents of Input Analysis
for a full description of the mathematics.
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from the househOld sector. The found- InputOutput Multiplier
by-round procedure continues until the Assumptions

are so small a's Er) be neg-
ligible. SurnmInh all of the rounds
yields the amount that output in each
of the four sectors would Increase In
respope to the original $1 increaseip
demand for the Manufacturing sec-
tor's output. These s are found
the last column of le 3. Specifi-g/
daily, a $1 Increase manufacturing-
sector exports would require increas-
ed output of approxiMately 16 cents In
the agricultural sector, $1.12 In the
manufacturing sector (this Includes
the original $1 Increase in demand), 45
cents In the retell sector, and the total
Income of the household sector would
Increase by about 87 cents. in total,
the entire economy will Increase by
$2.40 in response to the original $1
dollar increaseqn export sales of the
manufacturing sector. Put arther
way, each dollar Increase In export
sales from the manufacturing sector
generates an additional $1.40 worth of
business in all four sectors in the
economy. The multipliers for all pf the
sectors are shown in Table 4.

The procedures outlined above are
those typically used In regional Input-
output studies. These procedures em-
body*varlety of assumptions which
must be recognized, particularly when
using the inpuf-output model for shall
areas. .

. .

Fixed Coefficient Assumption
The first assumption Is that the In=

put coefficients, such as those found 4,
In Table do t hn :Co
quently, the input-output model as-'
sumes that the production technology
does not change and that spatial pur-
chasing patterns for inputs do not
Change. For relatively small changes
In export demand, these assumptions
may be reasonable. However, if the
change In export demand is large, rel-
ative to current output levels, these
assumptions become very question-
able. For example, the manufacturing
sector may have been importing some.
of Its labor from outside the cortmu-
nity, suggestinthat at current pro-
duction levels there is not adequate
labor In the area to sustain produc-
tion. If such a situation does exist In

bur,exaMple area, the manufacturing .
sector may not continue to bite 44
cents' worth of local labor for every $1

. Increase In export sales. Rather, the
manufacturlhg sector ma be forced
to iniport the majority of ny addition :1'
al labor required.

Obviously, many factors influence
how'dequalely the coefficient re-,

.flects what will happen if additional,
emp6yees,40, hired. It may bO.that
'two-thirds of .the manufacturing firm's
workforce consists of laborers and
one-third of technical worker's. If there
are unemployed laborers in the study
area, the new labor positions may be
filled by local residents and the tech-
nicaliositions by impor,ted workers.
The precision of multiplier estimates
depends upon knowing whether or not
the fixed coefficient assumption holds
when analyzing a particular rural com-
munity and a particular economic
changp. If secondary dattor familiar-
ity with the local labor market condl-
tions indicates that only stne-tNrd of
the additional labor requirements can
be met locally, then the Input coeffi-
cient should be changed from .44 to
/2 (113 of .66) before calculatingthe
multipliers.

Not ye; Gross income Changes

Input-output procedures also'as-
sumethat the Increased payments to
labor -again assuming that the new
jobs will be fIlled by local people -
represent new Income to area rest-
dents. This second assumption ls par-

_ ticularly critical when small areas are
analyzed because the magnitude of
the Indirect effects Is determined
largely by.net additions td household
Income. That Is, in small pornmunItles
many manufacturing plants pUrchase
little, If any, of their inputs Other than :
labor in.lhe community, Therefore,'
new wages are often the only way in
which the plant has an indirecteDect
on the community's economy..:F(ii 0*-
ample, In Table 3, the:Indirect:0.0C:
associatedWith a $1 increaSeln;Mank

--rifidtbilifgexporteemO(Mtertie$t.40;j'
Of that $1.40, approximate!y,;142 acs
crued In the form Of additibriatincorrie
for the household sector and. addition-
al business in the retallsecter,That
Is, themajority,of the indirectimpacts
Wasia result opincreased
the housiihOld sector and of the
household sector's Increased pur-
chases from'the retell sector. Thus, if

Table 3. Direct and Indirect Effects Associated with a $1 Iniesase
in Manufacturing Exports. AI"

Economic
Sectors Dltect, Indirect Rounds

dollars

(1) (2) (3) (4) Total

AgricuUure .06 .05 .18

ManuficturIng .03 .04 . 1.12

Retell .03 .25 ... 60 .45

Household .44 .04 ... .87

Total: 2.40

Table 4. Direct and Indirect Requirements (Sector Multipliers).
-

Economic
Sectors.

(1)

Agriculture
(2)

Manufacturing
(3)

Retell
(4)

Household
dollars

Agriculture 1.18 .16, .13 .19

Manufacturing .30 1.12' .09 .15

Retell .71 .45k 1.28 .81

Household .61 .67 1. .38 1.38

Total 2.80 2.40 1.86 2.51



the increasia incdme in the house-
hold sector is not as great as the .

coefficient in Table 2 suggests, then
the indirect impaols will be grossly
overstated. If the new employees hired
by the anufaCturing sector were pre- -
viouply nempioyed and.did not re-
ceive I come aid or are In-migrants in-

/to the area, then the assumptions em-
bodied in the Input-output procedur
are likely to be valid. However, if the
new employees are local residents
who were originally unemployed but
receiving some type of public ass's-
tance, or who were employed outside
the region, all the Income paid to
these individuals by the manufactur-
ing sector does not represent.neW in-

' come In the community. That is,.these
Individuals will be foregoing incoine
they were receiving either through
public assistance or through employ-
ment outside the area. Conceivably,
there Is a net Increase in Income, but
It Is not as large as that Implied by
the coefficient in Table 2. If an individ-
ual was receiving public assistance or
was employed outside the region,
then he was, In essence, exporting
labor services from the area. Once
employed in the local manufacturing
sector, that person simply represents
an thcrease In the use of local labor
and a simultaneous decrease In ex-
ported labor. The Impact on the com-
munity's household income will be the
net difference between these two ef-
fects. One way of handling this is to
estimate the gross Impact of In -.
creased manufacturing exports and
subtract out the Impact of decreased
labor exports, or the loss of outside
income brought Into the community
economy. For example, if manufactur-

:,,Ing exports are to Increase $1,000, the
gross Impact would be $1,000 times
the manufacturing Income multiplier.
If labor exports were expected to de-
crease by $200, then, to get the net
Impact, the household multiplier (see
Table 4, Household row and column)

.Is multiplied by $200 and the product
subtracted from the gross impact of
manufacturing. ' ,

rto3 mist be especially careful,
when using Input-output models to
estimate the Impact of changes in ex
port demand, to distinguish between
new Income and Income that is merely
substituted for earnings that had been
brought Into the community by export-
ed labor. If the new Jobs are filled by
local workers the coefficients in Table'

2 will be a mdre accurateref ectlon
than if former ouf:commuter or job
shifters fill the new Jobs. In th s latter
case the Income Impact will over-
stated.

Unchanging Economic Struct re

The Input-output model does no al-
low for structural changes in the '1 al
economy. This procedure assumes
that the level of output of various se
tors may Increase but that there will
be no new lines of business estab-
lished as a result 01 the Increased
business activity. Again, If the in-
creases are large relative to current
levels of economic activity, this
assumption is probably not valid. For
example, It was assumed in construct-
ing Table 1 that certain types of ser-
vices utilized In the agricultural sec-
tor, such as farm Implement repairs,
were not available iri the local commu-
nity. However, if output In the agricul-
tural sector expands significantly
there may befenough business in the
area to suppOrt such an establish-
ment. If this Ittthe case, then the agri-
cultural sector will purchase more
than 30 cents from the local retail sec-
tor for every-dollar of output. Obvious-
ly, If such structural changes occur,
then estimates of the Impact based
upon the coefficients In Table 2 will
be understated. If structural change is
anticipated It can be handled In the
Input-output model by adding a new
row and column to Table 2.
. In general, then, the use of Input -
output models to estimate economic
Impacts must take Into account the
assumptions Involved In the models,
and the best information available
must be used t determine whether or
not the assumpt ns are valid. If the
Information indica es that the as-
sumptions are not likely to hold, then
adjustments must be made in the
model when estirnating economid.ln-
pacts. We now turn to a brief discus-
sion of the export base model.
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services from each of the sectors that
are exported directly. However, some
of the production of these sectors.
may be exported indirectly and these
indirect exports must be estimated.
An example of the procedure used -to

, make this estimate 13 as follows:
According to Information in Table 1; .

the retail sector exports only $15 of Its
e output. However, consider the $5 that

the retail sector sells to the manufac-
turing sector. Assume that the menu-

. facturing sector Is Involved in the pro-
/ duction of shoes and Its $5 in retail

purchases are for shoelaces. Although
this $5 represents a transaction within
the area, It is obvious that some of
he shoelaces are an Indirect export.

fact, 77 percent of the shoes manu-
f ctured are exported; therefore 77

cent of the shoelaces are indirectly
orted. Of the $5 in shoelace pur-

ee from the retail sector, $3.85
directexports, and that $3.85

must ,be added to the $15irectly ex-
ports from the retail sector. Through
similar calculations for all of the en-
tries in able 1, total production in the
regional economy can be classified as
exports ( ither direct or indirect) or
local or d mastic consumption. The
ratio of to al production to export pro-
duction is he export-base multiplier. s-
This ratio p ovides'the basis for eall-
duction Is the export base multiplier.
This ratio provides the basis for esti-
mating the kite' Change In the produc-
tion of the iodel economy resulting
from a changaof $1 in exports. This
multiplier has the same-Interpretation
as the input-output multipliers. The
major difference between the two is
that input-output multipliers are esti-
mated for each doctor, and the export
base multiplier can be viewed as an
average multiplier, for all sectors. If a
new firm locates'in the community,
then the amount of exports by this
'firm is multiplied by the export base
multiplier to yield an estimate of the
total change in the local economy

- associated with the new firm.

Data- Requirements
Obtaining data to refiedt local eco-

nomic conditions has been the big-
gest impediment to wide-scale use of .
economic impact Model . Numerous
sub-state, input-output a tidies have
been collucted utilizing rimary data.
However, given the high st of such
studies there is a growing feeling that
alternative methods for es mating the

The .Export Base Model
The export base model character-

izes all of the production (or employ-
ment) in a regional economy ae being
for export or for local consumption.
The information in" Table 1 provides
the basis for making this distinction.
First, the export column of the table

.indicates the amounts of goods and

20 , 23
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transactions table must be found or
alternative models must bit used. This
section contains a discussion of alter-
native methods to empirically imple-
ment the Input-output and export base
models.

Empirically Implethenting
Input-Output Models

In general, three approaches can
be used to obtain the data used in the
transactions table (e.g., Table 1). The
first method, used in a relatively large
number of studies, Is to collect pri-
Mary data from all of the firms and
households in a given area. For e am-
ple, for a particular manufacturing
firm, the study needs information o
the level of sales to each of the oth r
sectors in the area and on the amount
exported outside of the area. Also, in-
formation concerning the quantity of
Inputs purchased from each of the
other sectors and IMported from out-
side the region is needed.

In a large area, or an area that has
a reasonably complex economic struc-
ture, the cost of collecting primary
data Is often prohibitive. In these in.
stances, those conducting the study
have frequently used the second

__method, which is to obtSin primary in-
formation from a sample of firms or
households from each of the sectors .
rather than to do a complete census.
Frequently, however, even the costs of
sampling procedures are, prohibitive.
in addition, the sampling procedures
invariably Introduce sampling errorin-
to the estimated transactions table,
and It Is difficult to determine the Im-
pact of the sampling error on the mul-
lipiler estimates.

-Due to the high cost of collecting
primary data, a third set of methods
have been developed to estimate the
transactions table by using secondary
data. The basic elements of this pro-
cedure are outlined as follows. The
first step is to assume that the techni-
cal production coefficients found In
the national input-output studies rep-
resent the technical coefficients in
the area being studied. For example,
Table 5 Includes a hypothetical set of
national input-output coefficients for
the four sectors in an area input-
output model. The second piece of in-
formation required is the total output
of the four sectors In the study area.
Multiplying each column In Table 5 by
the total output of the corresRondinO

sector yields a tale of Input require-
ments. The entries InTable 6 are esti-
mates of each sector's Input require-
ments necessary to sustain existing
production levels

The sum of a row (Column 5) in
Table 6 indicatescihe total amount of
inputs from' a particular sector that is
required to support the local economy.
For example, inputs from the retail
sector totaling $220 are required to
support production in the four sec-
tions combined. However, total pro-
duction in the local retail sector, as
Indicated in Column 6, is only $145, or

75 less than the total economy re- ,
quires. This shortfall leads to the as-
sumption that retail goods valued'at
$75 must be imported and that the im-
ports must be distributed across the
four sectors in proportion to each sec-

Table. 5. National Input Coefficients.

tor's requirements. That Is/ actual pro-
duction In the retail sectot la about
one-third (34.1 percent) less than re-
quired from that sector. Thus, It is as-
sumed that one-third-pf the require-
ments of each sector is imported. For
exampid, theagricuttural sector ru.
quires $40 of inputs from the retail
sector, but only two-thirds ($26.38) of
those requirements are supplied by
local retailers, with the remaining one-
third ($13.64) Imported. For sectors
ilke agriculture and manufacturing'in
which total production exceeds the In-
put requirements of the total econ-
omy, the balance is assumed to be an
export. This process yields the esti-
mated transactions shown in Table 7.
The procedures outlined in the begin-
ning of this paper are applied to this
estimated transactions table to derive
Input coefficients and multipliers.

0-.

Economic
Sectors Agriculture Manufacturing

dollars
Retail Household

Agriculture .10 .06 .07 .09

Manufacturing .25 .11 .52 .06

Retail .40 .17 .10 .79

Household .25 .67 .31 ..oe

4
Table 6. Estimated Input Requirements.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Economic Agri- Menu- Total Total
Sectors culture lecturing Retail Household

dollars
Req'ments Output

Agriculture 10 10 10 15 45 100

Manufacturing 25 20 75 10 130 180

Retail 40 30 15 135 220 145

Household 25 120 45 10 200 170

Table 7. Estimated Transactions Table for an Area Economy.

Economic
Sectors Agricultuz Manufacturing Retail Household Export

Agriculture 10.00
Manufacturing 25.00
Retail 26.36
Household 21.25
Import 17.39

dollars
10.00 10.00
20.00 75.00
19.77 9.89

102.00 38.25
28.23 11.88

Total

15.00
10.00
88.98

8.50
47.52

Total 100.00 180.00 145.00 71100

45.00 100.00
50.00 180.00

0.00 145.00
0.00 170.00
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Again, two pieces of Informatio n
are required for this metohd of cOn-
structIng an Input-outpUt model: rip-
Clonal input-output coefficients and
total output of the various sectors.
National input-output coefficients are
readily avaliable,-with the,most recent
being for the year 1974. Total outpul
figures for the sectors are not so read-
ily available. In general, it ldifficult
to obtain total production figures for
,four-digit Standard Industrial Classifi-
cation industries for geographic areas
smaller thana state. Procedures are
available to estimate the output of

--these sectors at the county level.
These procedures Involve obtaining
the total value of production In a
given sector at the state or national
level. These production figures are
divided by total employment in that
sector at the state or national level,
respectively, to obtain an estimate of
the output per man. Multiplying this
output-per-man estimate by the sec-
tor's employment In the study area
yields an estimate of that sector's
total output In that area.

r, In general, employment figures re-
squired by thid procedure are not avail.
able for areas smaller than a county.
For sub-county areas the only avail-
able source of employment and output
data is the Dunn and Bradstreet Mar.
ket Indicators File. This file contains
both employment and value-of-ship-
ments (production) information for
Wins, and these firms can be identi-
fied at subcounty geographical coca-
Lions. Research and Extension person-
nel are just beginning to use the Mar-
ket indicators File. Thus, the accuracy
of the data Is not well established.
The author's experience with the file
Indicates the data are good except in
sectors where Dunn and Bradstreet
are not the primary source of credit
ratings (e.g., local governments).

Empirically Impi4finting
ExportBase Modell

As was Indicated previously, export
base multipliers can be estimated
from the Information contained In
transactions tables, such as Table 1
and Table 4. However, this is a very in
efficient way to construct export base
multipliers. That is, If one has tho in-
formation to construct a transaction
table, an input-output study should be
conducted Instead of aggregating the
information to form the export base

*

multiplief. The more elficient-proce-
dure for developing export baseinultr
pliers Is based on generally available
secondgry data. Specifically, the first
step In thq procedure is to obtain the
employment total in each sector of
the area economy, either through sur-
veys or such sources as the Dunn and
Bradstreet Market indicator's File.
Next, the total employment of that
sector at the national level is divided
by the national population to obtain a
requirements coefficient, which indi-
cates the number of employees in that
sector per individual in the U.S. This
ratio may be based on state or region-
al Information if there is reasonlo
believe that state or regional data
more accurately reflect requirements
In the area being studied. Also, the
denominator can be total employment
rather than population. The selection
of employment or population is based
on data avallability'and the degree to
which the dateed to reflect local
consumption ?After than output. Re-
gardless of which geographic units
and denominatdr are used, the as-
sumption Is INV this ration reflects
the requirementb of the residents In
the study area. This ratio is multiplied
by the population in the study area to
yield an estimate of the requirements
of the area's population for the sec-
tor. If the employment In t sector
exceeds the local requirements, then
the difference Is assumed to be avail-
able for export. If the requirements of
(particular sector exceed the employ-
ment in the area, then It Is assumed
that all of the employment in this sec-
tor Is associated with domestic con-
sumption rather than export. In this
fashion the employment in each sec-
tor Is allocated to therdomestic (ser
vice) or export (basic) category. The
suntof employment in all sectors di-
vided by the sum ofexport employ-
ment In all sectors yields an Oxport-
base multiplier. This multiplier Is used
to detirmine by what amount total
employment will Increase for each

III 3. Thus, the only information re-
employee Involved in export activ-

quired by this procedure Is

ge

employ-
tnt and population data, which are

orally much easier to obtain at the
community level th

aian

the Information
required for InputbUtpusit nalyses.
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QuasiData Requirements
for Both InputOutput and
Export Base Models

In the discussion of the input-
output model, the precision of multi-
plier estimates for small areas was_
said to be heavily influenced by the
validity of three assumptions. These
assumptions are also implicit in the
export base model. Unfortunately,
there Is relatively little information
available for checking the validity of
these assumptions. Generally, the
best that one omr10 is to check with
sources familidr4rith the economic
structure of the area and get their
judgment concerning these assump-
tions. For example, if one constructs
a transactions table for a local com-
munity, it is possible that local resi-
dents can identify potential major bot-
tlenecks. Special attention should be
devoted to areas in which the require-
ments for a particular input exceed
current production. In such cases, any
increases in production may be sup-
ported, almost exclusively, by in-
creased Importing of the necessary
inputs.

In terms of information concerning
the labor Issue, some Information on
labor force palacipation rates is avail-
able from the U.S. Census of Popula-
tion. This Information might help a
community Identify potential sources
of workers to fill new jobs, particularly
if the labor requirements of the new
firm are known.

Changes in the structure of the
local economy are very difficult to pre-'
did. However, in certain Instances,
structural changes may be Inevitable
and, therefore, obvious. For example,
a new plant locating In a community
may know or expect that subsidiary
industries which either sell inputs to
the plant or further process its prod-
ucts are also likely to locate In the
community.

Although the Information on these
three assumptions is likely to be frag-
mentary and less than perfect, any in-
formation is better than blindly ac-
cepting the assumptions of the Input -
output and export'base models.



Concluding Comments
Determining which Impact model to

use and hAv extensive the procedure
to estimate the muftipliers should be
is 'agility a matter of judgment. The
decision depeends upon what typos
questions are being asked, the preci--
sion required.of the multipliers and,
last but not least, the amount of
human andli9anclar resource; avail,'
able)for'analyiing a local situation.
Qne of the major distinctions between
these two mooleit Is sectorspecific
multipliers. The last row of Table 4
provides/the total multipliers for each
of the sectors In the example econ
omy, which are based on the Input-
output model. These output multipil-
ers range from 1.86 to 2.80. The export
base multiplier for the same economy
would fall within this rahge, since It as
essentially the weighted average of
these four multipliers. Thus, one of
the issues involved In selecting be-
tween the export base model and t
input-output model depends upon
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specificity required for the multIpllegf.
For example, If the community knows
that a particular type of firm is going
to locate in their community, then per-
haps the input-outputrnodel is more
appropriate because multiplier esti-

/mates can be developed that are spe
cific to that type o( Industry.' On the
other hand, If the community asks a
more general question, uch as what
are the expected impa if e attract
an Unspecifiedlype of porting gay., .

ity, then perhaps the export base mul
tiplier provides an adequate estimate ,

of the economic Impacts. Thus, one
- factor in the choice of a model

depends upon the specificity of the
questions asked. ..

A second criteria for deciding be-
tween the =Opts is the amount of
financial resotirces available for the

, study. If a community Is going to
"11 make public investment decisions

based on the estimated Impacts, then
very precise estimates are important.
In these Instances, the Input-output

el thould be used, and extreme

care should be exercisedin esti-
mating the multipliers. Constructing .

the transactions table and verifying
whether or not the critical assump-
Ilona of the Input-output model are
valki also.raquires detailed considera-
tion. If the reOurces are not available
to develop precise estimates, then it
is probably best to either not conduct
the study or to present ranges of the
estimates rather than specific esti-
mates, which falsely imply precision,
it IS probably less costly for the local
4ovetrunent to respond to economic
changes after the changes occur than
it is to make irriestrnents based on In-
accurate forecasts.

In conclusions, there is no formula
for determining 'which of these models
to use in a specific case. After the
practitioner has developed an under-
standing of these models, that under-
standing in conjunction Wei knowl-
edge of special circumstances. per-
mits judgment about the appropriate-
ness of various models and proce-
dures.
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ARKET IMPA TS FROM
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

by Ron Shatter'

Introd Hon
A community's evaluation of an an-

ticipated economic development event
will rely almost exclusively on mone-
tary, or ma)ket7determined,.values,
because they are measurable indi-
cators that community members can
judge. Recently, environmental issues,
which are not easily translated Into
monetary values, have entered Into
community- decision - making, usually

ona political and legal basis becaule
the market typically undervalues en-
vironmehtal quality. While physical en-
vironmental factors are increasingly
beingrecogni;ed in oommunity
decision-making, other changes are/
seldom considered in_a-systematic
fashion becauselhey cannot be trans-

, .1

jiated intaa common denominator,as

/ can the number of'neW Jobs o'r
Creases In Income and public re.ye-
nues, for example. Evaluation of rioh-
market impacts and of the trade-offs
among them is based on people's val-
ues, and there is no easy way to
measure or determine these trade-
offs. For example, which is better, a
job inthe local area that pays a lower
wage,.or a Job in another corfrinity
that pays a higher wage?

Extension education 'programs on
impact analysis should not igngi
nonmarket changes, even thou
ability to provide prealse ans Is
very liMited. The models for estlmat-
Ing nonmarket changes are not as rig-

. Orously as the models available for
estimating monetary changes.

Some suggest that ralsIng'ques-
lions about nonmarket changes un-
cfairly_ detracts frbm community eco-
nomic development. Further, some
argue that since a market value can-
not be placed directly on these
changes, these consideratione uld
be discarded from community eci-
sion-making. Quite the contrary if a
community -:Is to make an-informed
judgnient about economic develop-
ment, it needs to have as complete a
list of Impacts as possible. Then the
community's value structure can be

Ron Shaffer is an 'Assoelate Professor, Depart-
ment of Agricultural Economics, Universiti of
WisconsinMadison.

used to Judge whether to support or to
oppose an' economic development
event. In addition, evaluating nonmon-

, etary Impacts offers greater opportuni-
Ales for community inyolvement than

do market phenome arket values
typically are determl d' outside the
community, while the valuation of
nonmonetary impacts is a local phe-
nomenon. Citizens of a,-community
can and should ask what type of non
monetary changes are possible. Once

. the possible changes have been item-
ized, then the community needs to
compais-these changes with commu-
nity goals and to' set about insuring
that the-appropriate changes do oc-
cur.. in many cases, problems can be
resolved or reduced by, alerting the
community during thee'arly phases of
.ari economic development event.

Three important concepts must be
clarified before proceeding. First, eco-
nomic development refers to all forms
of economic activity that improve the
Job and income 'situation within a
community, and It is not limited to at-
tracting a manufacturing plant. Eco-
nomic development also results from
the formatiop of new loCal businesses
or the expansion of existing busi-
nesses. More importantly., economic
development is as diverseawe new
shopping center, expansion of farm-
implement dealership, construction of
a new motel/restaurant, modernizing Distributional impacts are' best ex-
the local hospital, or the opening of a ,e,mplified by the question of who re-
retirement center. Tile critical point is ;,..;beives the benefits and who carries
that economic development and in- the burden of an economic develop-
dustrial (manufacturing) deyeiopment fr'rnentevent. This question can be ex

amined over space, over groups of
people, over components of the econ-
omy, and over time.

Distribution over space refers to
who is affected based on their place
of residence. Are Impacts limited to
community residents or are residents
of other communities affected? In
many instances, the Impacts of an
economic development event will be
dispersed by commuters, new resi-
dents, and purchases of consumer
goods and business inputs outside
the community.

-

surance company headquarters (50-75
employees) in that, same community
will cause noticeable changes.

At the end of-this section ther
partial listing of nonmonetary im cts
that might arise from an economic
developMent event. All of tide items 4n
the list need not occur for any silbcif-
ic economic development event. The
nonmonetary Impede likely to occur
are a fanction'Of the, size of the

Involved relative to the size
and-type of the economic develop-
ment event that occurs. As indicated
earlier, the perceived significance of
these Impacts will depend on the
value system of theicoMmunity. Thus,
this section cannoihrovide answers,
but can only en merate some of the
questiond reg
impacts from

In this sec l, n, four types of non-
market impago will be discussed.
These nonmfTket impacts are related
tiy. (1) emplWrrient, (2) changes in pop-
ulation, (3)Xocial changes affecting
individui0 and the'entire community,
anal (413)Te implications 'for 14'al. goy-
ernmenyand 'publicly provid ier-
vicesjefore proceeding with these'
disc ions a review of distributional
ISSUfk Is ,necessary.

8

ng the nonmarket
phomIc deyelopnient.

'1:0stribution

are not synonymous. Second, each
form 'of economic development will
have different types of impacts on the
community. Forexarnple, the labor re-
quirements of a nursing home WO dif-
fer from those of a farm-implement
dealer. Third, the level of impacts in a
community will vary with the size of
the economic development event rela-
tive to the size of the community. A
new insurance agency with fiveem-
ployees'in a community of 10',0003Pill
probably cause no disceriblethanges.
However, the' location of a regionel in-



-0lsttlbutlanaver=groups =of people -
can refer to income groups, age
groups, racial groups, or property own-
ership. po the benefits of economic
developrnent accrue,to the higher,
middle, or lower portion of the Income
scale? Does this economic develop-
ment event idad to changes In proper-
ty ownership? Are there any distribu-
tional Implications based on whether
people owned property prior to the
economic development event? Will the
event affect the availability and costs
of medical services for elderly resi-
dents? is the econoinic status Of
minorities affected by this economic
develpprnent event?

There can also'be distributional im-
plications for the different sectors of
th I economy. A new shopping
mall, fo example, will have minimal
effects- n anufacturing but It may
have a major impact on the existing
retail sector. Likewise, any new devel-
opment may stimulate the finance and
real estate sectors, and It may affect
farming through significant land use
changes.

Distributional questions related to
time refer to when the benefits and
costs of an economic development
event occur. Even though the total tax
revenues from the project may pay for
the public investments; the revenues
may not be available until after the
public invest dents are made. There
may be a laglibtween the time public
service investments are made and the

--- time they rivate investment is placed
on the property tax roil. It could be
two or more years before local proper-
ty taxes are collected from the new
plant and equipment. A similar tempo-
ral difference in public 'revenues and
expenditures can arise when commu-
nities fabe a state-rnanded freeze or
restraint on the local tax levy. Several
Western states wheremajor energy
projects are underway or anticipated
have begun Impact funds to finance
the local government infrastructure in-
vestments necessary before local tax
revenues start,flowing from the
project.

Employment Related
Changes

Many nonmarket impacts of an
economic development event are
,employment-related. While this may
sound contradictory, many employ- .

-----thent-considerations are not-theasured ,------
in terms of annual Salary. The satin
faction or personal fulfillment received
from the new job is such a nonmarket
impsct. Dd the new Jobs offer workers,
a better opportunity to utilize their
skills more, fully? What abbut job
openings and opportunities, jot female
workers, youngepor older workers, or
minorities? Do -residents have an op-
portunity to acquire skills that permit
personal and emotional satisfaction?

Another erriployment-related non
market impact is commuting. Com-
muting wor will have less time for ,

personal us .g., family, recreation,
etc. Can this offset the benefit of a
higher wape or more stable jobs ? _A
potential gain would be if the worker
commutes to a closer Job or no longer.

., must commute to another community
for work.

Similarly, new, jobs may have impli-
cations for the services provided in.

the community. If married women
enter tl)a labor force, for example,
child-care services may be needed.
Families may have to reallooate home
and family respohsibilities, which may
be difficult for some. Balanced
against these adjustments are the
emotional and personal satisfactions
derived from-the job along with the
added income.

One of the subtleamotional phe-
nomena resulting from the arrival of a
new plant or the expansion of an ex
isting plant is the concern that the
plant may close. Although a plant ,
clodIng is generally not considered
during theuphoria of a new develop-
ment, there will be times when rumors
(founded and unfounded) suggest that
the plant is closing or eeducing its
workforce: This can cause personal
and familial trauma among the people
who feel teir jobs are in jeopardy.

New jobs created by the economic
development event may reduce sea
sonal and cyclical employment by off-
setting employrnenOluctuations in
other sectars of the community. These
fluctuations are strikingly evident in
Detroit where employment is prone to
the ups and downs of the auto Indus-

Population,4hanges--_
Demographic implicaiions

In a sparsely settled rural area, the
accurrence of a major economic'de-
velopment event will have a profound
Impact on the'demographlo composi-
tion of the community through in-
migration. The in-migrants may be
new people or they may be individuhis
who previouely lived in the community
and left for a variety of reasons.

The majority of new residents, may
be Ina different 'age group (typically
younger) than,the existing residents.
NeW residents may demand different
goods'and sertices from both public
and private sectors than do longtime

--residents. ;",.

The advent,of an economic devel-
opment event can change population
density In the community, and the res-
idential and commercial expansion
that may follow can affect land use

._ adjacent to the community boundaries
and along trarisportation routes, re-
suiting in "more travel time, increased
traffic volume, and increased .

demands on the commu lty's land use
Planning capabilities.

The values of new re dents may
differ froth the community's present
value system. Conflicts may result,
but at the same newcomers may
introduce new and innovative Ideas
that can assist the community in
charting Its economic future.

Housing
Economic development may also

alter a cOMmunity's housing situation,
monetarily and otherwise. Changes in
the priced existing housing within a
community represents g monetary
dimension. if the community has de-
clined economically, theaccurrence of
an economic development event will
increase or at least stabilize the price
of existinghoUsing. For individuals,
especially those of retirement age,.
with housingavallable for sale or rent-
al thjs may be an economic windfall..
HoWever, these same priceincreases
may place.renters at competitive
disadvantagalf rent increases faster,
than their income. In this Case, some
renters may find themselves unable to
afford local housing. .

Another dimension of the housing
market relates to the quantity and
quality of the housing stock. With the
occurrence of an economic develop
ment event, owneis may repalt and

An economic development event
may spur development in other com-
munity sectors. New jobs may result
In greater optimism about, the corrimu-
nIty's economic future, and this opti-
mism may induce businesses and
others .to invest time and money in the
community.



vestors may finance construction of community ,OtganilatiOns, both- formal

new homes and apartments. However, and liVfottnal,'w111 also change. Formal

there lealso the possibility that some -organizations; such as clvic groupi,.
ptoperty owners will seize 'upon this the chamber of commerce, etc.; will
opportunity to extract mousing re .. have to accomm6date larger member-

sources ftom the community through - ships and associatetichallenges.107
disrepair and abuse.. . formal organizations may also emerge

The mix of housing will charige In response to the needs of new farni-,

with an economic development event. Iles as they become integrated Into
To accoMModate new residents apart- the community.
ments may be built, or existing
houses may be remodeled into multi-

jamily dwelling's. If the prOportion of
renters to owners changes,,social con-
ditions within the community may
also change;Renters frequently have
perspectives about.lOng-term:comrriu.
nity,investments and, Irivolvement in.
local organizations ttiat are different
from those of homeowners.

Housing needs may also change,
based on workers' job duration and
existing housing availability. There Is
alio the possibility that a surge in
housihg demand will be temporary if
worker'are brought in for cOnstruc-
tion 'only. In sucji cases, mobile
homes or work camps are the most,,
logical and efficient mechanism to
Meet temporary housing needs. The
availability of housing in nearby corn-
munities will also affect the intensity
of local housing pressure.

Contrunity Ecology
One Of the social changes likely to

occur as a result of a major economic
development event is the disruption of
Informal communication networks and
organizations. Particularly if there is a
large influx of newcomers, traditional
channels for keeping people Informed.
may be inadequate. People will find
they need to rely on different sources
of information to keep Informed of the
community. These changes will be
temporary and new communication
channels will be quickly formed.

Religious organizations will also
make adjustments as a result of eco-
nomic development. Their member-
ships are likely to Increase, and new
denominations may appear in the
community. Because of the changes
that result from economic develop-
ment, religious organizations will need
to play a larger role In providing social
stability and communication in the
community.

Political and
Local Government
Political impacts

Thaimost,obvlous_politIcal Implica-
tion of economic grodkh and accorp-
panying increases in pQpul on is the

diipotential change in the le 'hip
structure of the community. ew resi-
dents may assime leadership roles, or
longtime residents may assurne new
leadership responsibilities, New resi-
dents In the community will bring a
different perspective about the type of
community desired, which may or may
not be compatible with existing
perspectives.

Community growth may also spavth
the need for substantial investment In
public facilities. Bond issues and
other controversial matters may be
presented as referenda, which may in-
crease voter patticipation In various
elections, as will attempts to shift
political leadership.

With substantial growth, a commu-
nity may discover It needs to establish
formal regulations, either because
new problems have arisen or.pecause
informal standards and controls are
not known or unheeded by new resi-
dents. Some will percive these
chariges as beneficial to the commu-
nity, and for others, the more formal
structure will represent the demise of
a lifestyle.

..

Public Recreation
A larger population could encour-

age, private Investment In new enter-
tainment facilities; concomitantly, a
larger tax base may allow the local
government to provide more public
recreational services and facilities.
However, substantial numbers of new
residents could also result in conges-
tion of existing ficilities, and in a

decline In the availability of certain
forms of receatlon (wilderness ateaST-17
streams, etc.),

Physical Safety,
Just as the population growth as-

sociated with conomIc development
can strain the c city of existing
public recreational facilities, It is just,
as likely that a community's,safety
services may be poorly'equipped to
handle 'larger numbers of people and
the greater potential for criminal activ-
Ity. The Increased criminal activity can
be crimes ofraggression, e.,g., assault
and battery; or crimes against prop-
erty, e.g., burglary; or social crimes,
egg., intoxication.

The potential for chminal activity is
V. likely to be greatest when a communi-

ty Is host to a laige transitory popula-
tion that Is involved in the early phase
of the development project. However,
Increases in local government reve-
nues as a result of development may,
also allow.the corfununity to expand
Its pollise department. Part of the per-
ceived change may be due to better
recording of certain crimes and un-
substantiated opinions about "those
new people." The perceived change In
crime mai be an age-related phenom-
ena linked to younger workers. In
many cases imprgved economic con-
ditions can reduce the incidence of
some crimes simply because more
people are employed.

Health.
Another nonmarket Impact Of

nomic development concerns ph
and mental health of community mem-
bers. Social adjustments, even some-
thing as minor as Increased commut-
ing time, can be stressful tkcertain
individuals. Depending on the size and
type of development, residents may
find themselves exposed to more
physical risks, e.g., the new jobs may
also pose a higher degree of physical
risk. Of course, safety standards in
the new work place may be superipr
to those In the community's other
businesses. The most difficult dimen-
sion to consider and to be alert to IS
the possibility of latent, long-term
health problems, e.g., the abestos
peril.

The project, by increasing public
revenues or community population or



by attracting private I4estors, could these potential changes can be mess- perceptions of their community. As a
:OpiiritfiridOOT Col mproVingit-commu w-=Ored-againtit-cornMUnity-ValUet- ObVi;"-------73-tOnSeqUenOrof.dpvelOpmenti---10me

may now perceive their community as
being a dynamic, progressive, growing
entity, while others will see their corn-
munity as experiencing various
degrees of degradation.

An Important point to remember Is
that a community is a dynamlosocial

nity's hedith-care facilities. In commu- ously, value judgmekts defy consen-
nities that were unable to attract a sus; no change will be universally
sufficient nurnber of doctors, the viewed as beneficial or as adverse.
development project and the aCcom .Thus, it is critically Important to raise'
pan Ong population growth may'pro- the question of what types of nonmar-
vide the necessary enticements. ket changes are possible, and then to

com are these changes against corn-

Decline vs. Growth.
Numerous communities have expo-

rienced the trauma of a majo(employ-
er Closing operations or significantly
,reducing its' Door force. This type of
economic Change will alsO yield .
changes'in the community, that are
not easily assessed with economic
niodels:-The.dOricernStaised above
arealso applicable, with someinodifi-
cation, to a situation of economic

.'.decJine, and not all will be the reverse
of economic growth. per example, if a
majoe finn closes,'people will leave/
the cOmmunity,but many will take a
leSs satisfactory jobliess challenging,.
lower pay,etc.) and remain In the
community:The issues Or questions
remain. the same; but the answers

be altered.

Summary
This section reports some of the

nonmarket changes that may occur
because of an economic development
event. The distinction of market and
nonmarket chatiges is somewhat arti-
ficial. Both types of changes are
linked and not easily separated for
analysis.

The nonmarket changes mentioned
In this section, for the most part, rep-
resent scenarios of communities ex-
periencing major economic develop-
ment events relatiVe to the existing
community population and economy.
Not all of the nonmarket changes that
occur in a community result from eco-
nomic development, irrespective of
the size of the development. The corn- ,

munity may be experiencing the same
social changes that are occurring .

elsewhere in society.
In some cases, the anticipated non-

market impacts are legitimate issues
of public concern. In other instances,
the anticipated nonmarket impacts
are relevant only to the individual or
funny. Yet awareness of the potential
changes is necessary in community
decision-making. Once recognized,

mun ty goals. If the expected change organism that adjusts and adapts to
is undeslred,lhen action to reduce or new conditions. Over time;the com-
negate the adverse Impact can be ini-
tiated. Likewise, actions to encourage
or reinforce desired changes can be
Implemented.

Undoubtedly, judgments about the
changes wrought by economic devel-
opment Is related to the individual's

munity will absorb or remedy many of
the adverde Impacts, The goal of this
section is to help community leaders
anticipate these potential changes
and ease the transition.

Types of Nanmarket Impacts
I. Distribution: Who will be Affected?

,A. Will effects vary among geographic sectors of the community?
B. What income groups will be affected and in what ways?
C. Will all or Just certain economic sectors of the community have to make

adjustments?
D. Will the impacts vary over time?

11. Employment-Related Impacts.
A. Will the new Jobs be satisfying to workers?
B. Effects on commuting time and distance. How far must local residents

travel to their new jobs?
C. Will the jobs be permanent of will they be highly sensitive to managerial

decision and economic trends?
D. WM the worker percelve the new jobs as an Improvement over previous

conditions?

III. Population-Related impacts.
A. Demograpic.

1. How much in-migration will occur?
;2. Will the newcomers and thelr fainilles match or be :different from the

° prevalent age and family structure of the community?
3. What value changes might occur?
4. Can the newcomers easily be Integrated Into the.community sodlal

structure or will adjustments be needed?
B. Housing.

1. How will the value of housing change?
2. How will the quality of housing change?
3. What changes in housing ownership will occur?
4. What, type of new housing will be needed?

IV. Community Ecology. .

A. Hov; will communication networks be affected?
B. How will religious organizations be affected?
C. How will paiticipatioh in community affairs be affected?
D. What different internal-external linkages will appear?
E. Will satisfaction with the, community change?

V. Political and Local Government.
A. Political

1. What leadership changes will occur?
2. Will voter participation change?

B. How will public recreation facilities and use be altered?
C. Will physical safety of workers and residents change?
D:. What shod- and long-term health effects could occur?
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EXTENSION'S ROLE
1 P,

by David L. Debertin and George E. Goldman'

Introduction
Extension education has'a long tra-

dition in community development
work. Its central focus has historically
been on providing information useful
in the group decision-makIng process.
The role of the Extension educator Is
to assist communities in delineating
alternative solutions to problems, in-
cluding the probable consequences of
each alternative, and to serve as an'
unblased.source of technical informa-
tion. In this section, we further define
Extenslon'i.role in economic Impact
analysis. The role of facts andialues
In community decision-makinAre dis-
cussed. Alternative functions that Ex-
tension personnel may perform are
outlined, as are methods forhelping
communities select Impact models
appropriate for their needs and
resources.

Extension's role in economic im-
pact analysis,grows out of its usual
role in community development and
its public policy education role. Basic-
ally, Extension's role in community
development is to educate the corn-
munity so that residents are better
able to choose among policy alterna-
tives. When a community is con-

. fronted with economic change,lypic-
ally It must wade through estimates of
the consequences of various alterna-
tives, as well as an assortment of
other relevant information. While local
government staff and Interested citi-
zens may understand the policy
choices, frequently they do not have
the analysis that predicts the out-
comes of the different policy alterna-
tives. Explaining the eofinection be-
tween the policy choices and the pro-
jected economic Impacts is an impor-
tant responsibility for Extension staff.

By carrying out this responsibility, Ex-
tension staff lielps the community
decipher fact from fiction, allowin It
to evaluate change on the basis
perceived values.

David L Debertin is a Professor of Agricultural
Economics at the University of Kentucky, and
George E. Goldman is an Extension Economist at
the University of California, Berkeley.

Facts and Values
In impact Analysis

Any problem involving group decl-
sion-making involves three compo-
nents: (1) facts, (2) beliefs that individ-
uals within the group, rightly or
wrongly, think are facts, and (3) value
judgments.

Facts are relatively easy for the Ex-
tension community development edu-
cator to deal with since they cannot
be disputed. On, the other hand, value
Judgments Ile beyond the .realm of
fact and are.often the source of disa-
greement. The Extension, specialist
jeopardlies his role as a source of un-
biased information If he attempts to
Influence value judgments within a
group. Extension specialists should
be wary of becoming an advocate
rather than a facilitator of group deci-
sion-making. But. when It comps to
beliefs, which often confuse fact with
fiction, the educator can dispel false-
hoods and verify facts. Citizerf beliefs
can Influence interpretations of facts.
Some beliefs, when carefully exam-
fined, will be found to be factual, while
others will be found to be based on
erroneous information. In this regard,
Impact analysis models can be very
useful to the Extension educator as a
tool for distinguishing between beliefs

b
based on feased

on Incorrect
, information and

those that are
information.

Facts, beliefs, and value Judgments
will beat the heart of any community
impact analysis. For example,-It Is a
fact that a firm, employing 500 work
ers, Intends to locate d new plant in
the, community. Nearly everyone In the
community holds values with regard
to the potentlaf goodness or badness
of such employment growth. Some
may view the neviplant as an opportu-
nity to obtain a higher-plying. job..
Others may resent the outsiders, the
noise, the loss of farmland, and the
construction activity that. would result.
It is clear that no amount of advocacy
for or against the new plant by the
Extension educator or others will
change strongly held opinions on

-these.issues.

An Impact aaysls, however, may
be a quite useful tool for separating
beliefs that are factual from those
that are not factual. For example,
members of a group may argue that
the new plant Would result in over-
crowded schools. An Impact analysis
can provide more accurate. Informa-
tion as to the potential number of new
students attending local schools and
whether that number would result in
overcrowding. Others may argue that
the taxes ptid by the new firm will be
more than sufficient to offset the ad-
ditional costsof public services. An
impact analysis can determine if this
Is likely to be true. Still others might
suggest that the secondary Impacts of
the employment growth will stimulate
a large amount of business in the
lot ai community. An Impact analysis
can provide precise estimates that
verify or disprove this contention.
Growth impact models require that
community leaders make explicit the
assumptions used. Moreover, effects
of changes Ili assumptions on the
consequences for the community can
readily be addressed.

When :Icommunity asks: "If this
event occurs, then what will be the
consequences?" growth Impact analy-
sis can be a useful tool for group
decision-making. The analysis is not a
replacement for the Extension educa-
tor, nor Is It Intended to be a device
for changing people's values. Rather,
It is an educationallool, one that is
consistent with Extension's role of
helping people assess alternative
solutions and probable consequences
of each.

Functions for Extension
in impact Analysis

The basic function of Extension
staff in economic analysis is to assist
local government staff or citizen
groups in any phase of the Impact
analysis process. Community prob-
iems share a common characteristic
in that all require group decision-
making. Once community residents



become aware of a problem, many be.
---t---come-ipterestedln,the

ing proCess, and some may even want
to participate in efforts to solve the
problems. When community members
recognize a problem, the time is right
for some specific Extension educe-
tlonal progiams. These can include: (1)
educatloeand training In basic eco-
nomics and economic Impact Meth°.
dology, (2) advice on selecting outside
consultants, (3) assistance In inter-
preting and understanding an impact
report and in making use of a report
for planning, and (4) working with
local government and citizens In doing
an impact analysis.

Perhaps Extension's most Impor-
tent role is training and educating oltl-
rens and government staff. The natu-
ral place to start is the selection of
policy alternativesto be analyzed. If
the range of alternatives chosen Is
limited, this will limit the usefulness
of the analysis. Also among the prima-
ry considerations Is the type of analy-

and the facts that
(the community's

example,estimates of
rage Income can Imply
luslon than an esti-

sis to be performe
are necessary f
evaluation. For,
a change In a
a different con
mate of 'change in total Incomes. In
this capacity, the Extension educator
can aid the community in its factfind-
ing efforts, help it Identify the eco-
nomic Impacts to be estimated, and
assist In choosing the methods to
estimate these Impacts. The time hori-
zonhow far into the future the
analysis will cover needs to be
Chosen. No Impact analysis can
assess the total range of potential_im-

pacts. Most analyses, for example, in-
ci economic but not social or envl
ronm tal Impacts. The Extension

'educe or can serve an Important func-
tion In assisting the community resi-,
dents as they determine the list of im-
pacts that are important, and of those
Impacts which are amenable to esti-
mation. These are difficult questions;
Extension personnel can conduct pro-
grams and provide useful information
to communities as they sift through
these questions. When estimates from
Impact models are. presented, the pre-
dicted economic Impacts are never as
exact as they seem on paper. Most
economic impact reports do not indi-
cate the potential variability of the
estimates, but the limitations of these
predicted impacts should be included

In any discussion of economic im.
pacts oritLany_training

the subject.
A second role for Extension Is as.

slating a community in choosing an
outside consultant, if the community
has decided to do so. One way for
local government and Its citizens to
cope with the problem of limited tech-
nical capacity Is by hiring Consul-
tants. This approach has shortcom-
ings: First, this Is an expensive way to
proceed, and second, consultants usu-
ally only leave a report behind. If a
similar problem arises later on, It may
be necessary to hire a consultant
again. If possible, It is better to train
local staff or local people to do, some
of the analysis, and, as a resat, the
community will develop the capacity
to address other problems requiring
Impact analysis.

If a community opts to hire a con-
sultant, It should discuss these Issues
with potential consultants: (1) the
alternatives to be considered, (2) the
methodology to be employed, (3) the
kind and frequency of reporting by the
consultant to the community, (4) the
format of reports, and (5) the structure
of the contract. Of course any educa-
tional program Involving an outside
consultant would depend upon the
community's past experience and
capabilities.

A third role. for Extension education
is to assist citizens in interpreting,
understanding, and using a completed
Impact report. In addition to helping
community members understand and
critique the report, Extension educe-

. tors can help decision-makers incor-
porate report information Into the
planning process.

Finally, the Extension educator can
work with local government stall (e.g.,
planning stall) in doing an Impact
study on a critical Issue lacing the
community. By using this self-help
approach, the community can save
money relative to hiring an outside
consultant. This approach also affords
more opportunities for education and
training than a consulting firm usually
does. In addition, there Is a good pos-
sibility that there will be continual
contact over the years between the
Extension staff and the local commu-
nity on further use of t4 data and
models developed.

One' of the Extension't main objec.
tives_shOlti_d_493-1Pgracling_the_abillAie
of local staff and'cltizens for address--
ing questions concerning economic
development. The first step Is to con-
vince staff and citizens that training
In Impact analysis is a worthwhile in-
vestment of time. Perhaps the time
most conducive to proving the value
of this investment Is when the com-
munity Is facing an Important decision,
or when It is confronting the effects of
someone else's decision. The teach.
able moment wi(h'respect to captur
Ing Interest In the impact analysis pro-
cess Is when a knotty problem Is per-.
calved, and group decision.making at
the local level Is reqUiti. If the Exton-
slon educator can imprstv- upon the

roommrrlimunplatyctthaenrynciestIttstiehrbeeh reaped.1P-1

can assume one or more of the roles
outlined.

Modes of Delivery
Asebming a community decides to

proceed with an Impact analysis, It
will need to determine the appropriate
Impact model. The Extension educator
can assist the community as It evalu-
ates various models against the fol:
lowing selection criteria: (1) the aim -
pllclty, or complekity,.of the model, (2)
the cost of delivery, (S) tilt need for
special equipment, and (4) the time
required for an answer.

Simple models and delivery meth-
ods may be preferred over compli-
cated models and methods. However,
a community should not overlook the;
possibility that a simple model may
not yield the detailed Information nec-
essary to solve the problem.

Lowcost models and methods of
delivery may also be attractive to a
community, for obvious reasons. But
costlier models may be necessary to
evaluate all facets of the 'problem.

Models that do not require special
equipment, such as computer termi-
nals, may be preferred to those that
do. However, computers may allow for
a more comprehensive analysis and
may shorten the time required to
answer the community's questions.

The time available canobe an Impor-
tant consideration when conducting
an Impact analysis. If a community
must reach a decision by the end of
a public meeting, the amount of detail
involved in the impact analysis will be



limited. Obviously, analyses needing
more=more detailed Informationi_whIch Is
necessary for solutionso oomph.
oated proble,ms, require longer lead
times.

Computers are commonly thought
of as the only mode for performing an
Impact analysis, but other, noncompu
terized modes are available as well,
The Complexity of the problem and the
amount of time and money available
will dictate the type of impact model
and the mode of analysis chosen.

Forms and Worksheets
Some analyses may not require any

equipment other than a worksheet or
decision form to trace.through the log.
[cal consequences of the impact. Be-
cauSe calculations are done by hand,
this method is primarily suited to trac-
ing impacts in situations where there
are relatively few variables to be'con.
sldered and a minimum number of
linkages. This method is particularly

'useful for introducing cilentele to im-
pact analysis and the many steps and
assumptions entalled In calculating
the Impact estimfaes.

Hand Calculations
Recently, Extension staffs Ina few

states haCie been designing Impact
models suitable for solving on a hand
calculator. The availability of low-cost
programmable calculators now makes
it is possible to work with impact
models somewhat more complex than
can be handled without the aid of a
calculator, but at a level of complexity
below that which can be provided
through a computer terminal. Multiple
memories allow for storing a limited
number of coefficients and model
parameters. Work sheets need to be
carefully designed to ensure that the
steps required by the calculator pro-
gram are followed.

Computers: Batch Mode
A growth Impact model can be pro-

grammed In the computer for use in
batch mode. Each user of the model
would complete an input form which
would detail the specific characteris-
tics of the community he wished to
study as well as outline the policy
alternatives a community Is contem-
plating. Information on the input form
Is then keypunched, the compitter Job

submitted, and the analysie,retUtned
to the u(ser--wIthIn.clow_houre_prji!
With this approach users can assess--
the linpacts of each polloy alternative,
The batch mode allows the oommu
nity to use a very comprehensive im
pact model, which yields a lengthy
and detailed analysis.

Data for models requiring cuticula.
tions In the batch mode can be col.
looted through mill surveys, personal
interviews, or phone interviews, With
,either method,. Extension educators -
will probably play an Intermediary-
role, making arrangements for com
[Alter analysis. While local decisionTT
makers might be required to travel
some distance from thelr.home corm
munities, a two., or three-day work.
shopftwould force Abe decisionmakers
to concentrate on the social and two
nomic relationships governing the
.growth or decline of their communi.
ties. In all applications, this mode re-
quires a well designed Input.form and,
In most cases, Extension personnel
who are knowledgeable about the
capabilities-of the model.

Computers: Interactive Mode
A growth impact model might be

made available to clientele through
computers operating In an interactive
mode. A computer can be programmed
to request specific. InfOrmation from
the local decision-maker without a
person trained with computers per-
forming an intermediary role. The'ln-
teractive mode allows the compdter to
come to the decisionmaker rather
than the decision-maker to the com-
puter. Early interactive computer sys-
tems. were often quite limited in pro-
cessinvinput, and output capabili-
ties. Recent advances in interactive
programs now allow users to run irn-

.pact models that are nearly as sophis-
ticated as those that can 'operate in
batch.mode. These advances have re-
duced processing costs and new com-
puter terminals allow output to bel.
printed at four to six times the speed
of their forerunners. The interactive
mode isiperhaps the showiest method

`of Impact model delivery,Md will al-
most invariably get decision-makers
interested. in Impact analysis. It is ,

also the most costly method in terms
of model design and prepara3,on time.

A Combination of
eliveryilteth_odi
No Single impact model or delivery

method will serve all the needs of Ex.
tension, Each model and delivery
method has Its proponents and de.
tractors, Development Is expected to
continue for each method of delivery,

4% since the complexity of the Issues ad-
dressed and the time and resources
available for Impact analysli will vary
among communities, At thisame
time, calculators capable of solving`'
more complex Impact analysis prob.
isms are quite inexpensive and the
methodology for Working with impact
analysla on a hand calculator is pro.
gressinditapidly. The Impact model
operating In batch Mode allows for
models with-verycomplex,interrela
tionshlps. The batch workshop forces
decision makers to focus' on these
Interrelationships. The interactive
mode Is attention getting, and recent
advances In computer technology
allow for the solving of models n arty
as sophisticated as those that oa be
solved intatch mode.
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